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CHAPTER I 

THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

The term "fertilizer" her® refers to th© elements that 

the plant requires for its growth, provided that other growth 

conditions such as proper soil and climate prevail* Th© 

plant utilizes sixteen elements for its growth, namely oxygen, 

carbon, hydrogen, phosphorus, nitrogen, potassium, sulfur, 

calcium, zinc, iron, magnesium, manganese, copper, molybdenum, 

barium and chlorine. 

The plant derives the needed oxygen, hydrogen and carbon 

from water and air. Some of the rest of th© elements ar® al-

ready present in the soil in a form that the plant can utilize. 

Those elements that ar® not, must be added if maximum plant 

growth is sought. 

The plant utilizes the various elements in varied amounts. 

The elements that are usually needed most are nitrogen, 

phosphorus and potassium. It is no surprise, therefore, to 

find many writers in this field who refer to fertilizer as th® 

addition of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium. Some other 

elements are needed only in small Mounts and are usually 

classified as trace elements. These trace elements usually 

include zinc, iron, magnesium, manganese, copper, molybdenum, 



barium and chlorine. In many instances sulfur is needed in 

small amounts. 

The fertilizer industry in a crude way has been known 

since the dawn of civilization. It is believed that the 

Egyptians were adding ash and animal manure to the soil to 

increase its fertility as long as four thousand years ago. 

However, the present day fertilizer industry had its early 

development around the first half of the nineteenth century. 

These developments stemmed from the teachings 
of Von Lieburg in Germany and Lawes in England. 
In this period, fertilizers in the form of Peruvian 
guano, Chilean sodium nitrate, and superphosphate 
from phosphate ores were first used in Europe and 
the United States. 

In the second half of the same century occurred 
the discovery and development of potash salts from 
deposits in Germany; utilization of phosphate rock 
from deposits in South Carolina, Florida, and 
Tennessee; and the founding of our domestic super-
phosphate, by-product ammonium sulfate, and mixed-
fertilizer industry . . . 

The period from 1900 to 1950 witnessed important 
changes in the manufacturing processes and types of 
raw materials. Natural organic materials which up 
to this time constituted about ninety per cent of 
total nitrogen in mixed fertilizers were superseded 
by synthetic chemical sources. Liquid and gaseous 
products were introduced.1 

The fertilizer industry has proceeded with radical 

progress since 1945, and the last nineteen years witnessed 

many changes. 

~ ̂ Sauchelli, Vincent, "The Fertilizer Industry of the 
United States,* Chemistry and Technology of Fertilizers 
(New York, 1960) pp. 1, 2. 



Since 1945 the production of fertilizers has 
sharply increased throughout the world. In terms 
of nitrogen, phosphoric anhydride and potash, the 
growth since then has nor® than trebled, the total 
amount of these major nutrients being about 
21,000,000 tons in fiscal 1956-57. Since 1938 
the world consumption of fertilizers has Increased 
by 133 per cent.** 

Formerly, expansion in the industry meant 
doing the same things on a larger scale. New 
expansion means many kinds of operations reflect-
ing new technologies and radically different 
processes, and moving into new areas where there-
tofore, fertilizers had not been used.3 

The fertilizer industry today is a chemical industry. 

In fact, it is the largest of the industries producing heavy 

chemicals.4 The fertilizer tonnage consumed increased from 

around 5.5 million in 1934 to 13.8 million in 1945. In the 

fiscal year of 1962 the tonnage increased to 24.9 million, or 

about 4.5 fold. Chart Number One indicates this rapid in-

crease . 

The increase in plant nutrient usage comes to about one 

million tons par year. This rapid expansion is anticipated to 

continue at a higher rate in the coming two decades. Graph One 

shows that the anticipated expansion should continue to in-

crease from about seven million tons in 1960 to about ten 

million in 1965. The expansion should reach thirteen million 

by 1970 according to Graph One. The graph also indicates the 

^Ibid». p. v. 

^Ibid., p. 4. 

. 4Agricultural jai Tennessee Valley 
Authority, 1962, p. 47 
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TRENDS IN U. S. CONSUMPTION OF FERTILIZER 
PLANT NUTRIENTS 

(In Millions of Tons) 

YEARS 

*Total Plant Nutrients 

Source: Fertilizer Trends, TV A, (July, 1962), p. 67. ' 



increase to be over twenty million tons of plant nutrient by 

1980. The above figures represent the wtight of the nutrient 

5 
and not the total weight of the chemicals consumed. 

TABLE I 

FERTILIZER CONSUMPTION, UNITED STATES 
1934 - PRESENT 

Total 1 ; Total 
Fiscal Year : Fertilizer ! Fiscal Year Fertilizer Fiscal Year 

Consumed Consumed 

1934 5,546,719* 1949 18,200,887 
1935 6,275,036* 1950 17,977,832 
1936 6»955,697* 1951 20,510,574 
1937 8,139,044* 1952 22,052,197 
1938 7,471,394* 1953 23,035,325 
1939 7,727,954* 1954 22,362,039 
1940 8,335,646* 1955 • 22,286,732 
1941 9,295,940* 1956 21,795,052 
1942 10,124,913* 1957 22,224,217 
1943 11,516,228* 1958 22,158,885 
1944 13,044,587* 1959 i 24,916,974 
1945 13,813,053* 1960 24,501,158 
1946 14,703,954 1961 24,945,931 
1947 16,506,677 
1948 17,470,214 

^Calendar Year. 

Source: Fertilizer Trends, Tennessee Valley Authority, 
July 1962. ' 

5The fertilizer industry has its own way of identifying 
the percent of nutrients in a certain mix. 

The nitrogen content is expressed as elemental nitrogen, 
phosphorus content is expressed as phosphorus pentoxide, and 
potassium content is expressed as potassium oxide. It is 
customary to arrange the nutrients in the following sequences! 
Nitrogen, Phosphorus Pentoxide, and Potassium Oxide. In many 
cases only numbers are used to indicate the kind and the 
amounts of nutrient used. Thus 10-10-5 means that in one 
hundred pounds of fertilizer there are ten pounds of nitrogen, 
ten pounds of phosphorus anhydride or phosphorus pentoxide, 
and five pounds of potassium oxide. 



The total tons of fertilizer consumed is shown in 

Table 1 do not correlate with the plant nutrient indicated 

in Chart One. Table I shows that the fertilizer consumed in 

1935 was 6,275,036 tons and by I960, the total was 24,501,158 

tons. 

The preceding chart, graph and table indicate that the 

fertilizer industry is expanding rapidly. The fertilizer 

industry marketing potential may be represented in the 

following table. 

TABLE II 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FERTILIZER AND 
PLANT NUTRIENT* 

Year 

Tons of Plant 
Nutrient Consumed 
(In Millions of 
Tons) 

Tons of Fertilizer 
Consumed (In 
Millions of Tons) 

Ratio of 
Fertilizer 
to Nutrient 

1935 I 6 6 
1940 1.5 8 5 
1945 3 14 4.6 
1950 4 18 4.5 
1955 6 22 3.7 
1960 7 24 3.4 

•Source* Interpretation from Chart One and Table I# 

further analysis of the fertilizer industry can be sought 

through the utilization of Table III. The table indicates 

that about ninety-five per cent of the fertilizer consumed is 

mixed fertilizer. The table also indicates that the per cent 

of nitrogen and potassium oxide increased in the mixed nutrient 

while the phosphorus pentoxide hardly changed. 



TABLE 111 

FERTILIZER CONSUMPTION FOR THE YEARS 
1949 TO 1961 

8 

All Fertilizers Other Total* 
Year Containinq Primary Fertilizers Fertil-

material izers 

Quantity N Po05 I KdO Tons Per 
1000 Per 

w *0 V 

ĵ er Per (1000) Cent 
Tons Cent Cent Cent 

1949 17,904 5,62 10.89 6.16 440 2,4 18,308 
1950 20,345 6,08 10.37 6,79 646 3,1 21,091 
1951 21,647 6.57 10.16 • 7,31 : 785 3,5 22,432 
1952 22,535 7,26 10.08 7,71 877 3,7 23,412 
1953 22,158 8.34 10.09 8,18 616 2.7 22,774 
1954 21,935 8.94 10.41 8.55 792 3.5 22,727 
1955 21,404 9.03 10.50 8.76 790 ; 3.6 22,194 
•1956 21,766 9.81 10.59 : 8.90 943 4,1 22,809 
1957 21,576 10.59 10.62 8.97 940 4,2 22,516 
1958 24,085 11,09 10.59 9.10 1,223 4.8 25,308 
1959 23,499 11.65 10,95 9.16 ' ' 1,378 5.5 24,877 
1960 24,348 12,42 :10.75 8.95 1,123 4.4 25,471 
1961 24.500 13,00 ' 10,80 9.00 1,100 4.3 25,600 

•Calculated. 

Source: Farm Resources, Income, 
Table 698, Calendar Yiars 

and Expenses, 1962, 
~"5B0. 

structure,—The manufacturing plants of fertilizer 

raw material are far from being controlled by a few major 

companies. There are over ninety plants that produce ammonia, 

thirty-one plants of ammonium nitrates, twenty-eight plants of 

urea .6 and sixteen plants of concentrated superphosphorus 

6, 

TVA 

Chemical 'M®k. November 2, 1963. pp. 120,122,123, 

Bulletin. Fertilizer Trends. July, 1962, p. 33. 



The above cited plants are owned by about the same number of 

companies, 

The general structure of the industry is a 
pyramid,, having a few producers of primary 
materials pass through the various mixing plant 
channels and from points of further refinement 
or production. A few manufacturers have access 
to captive nitrogen as ammonia, and one manu-
facturer controls its own potash supply and 
phosphate rock mines. 

Most of the manufacturing plants are essen-
tially mixers of dry materials. About 85 
manufacturers comprise a group that produces its 
own superphosphate and is in control of about 200 
plants, and 8 manufacturers produce about 55 per 
cent of all normal superphosphate and own about 
65 percent of the total captive sulfuric acid 
plants concerned with fertilizer manufacture. All 
triple superphosphate is produced in 15 plants by 
13 manuf acturers. 

In 1952 about 770 plants were owned by as many 
companies and 463 plants were owned by 89 companies, 
each operating two or more plants. 

Farmers-owned cooperatives, 59 in number, operated 
106 mixing plants. Liquid fertilizers were produced 
by 57 companies and 83 plants prepared and sold small-
package fertilizers in excess of 100 tons yearly. 

Classifying these plants by rated annual capacity 
shows some interesting relationships! 318 plants 
have an annual capacity of between 10,000 and 25,000 
tons; 184 plants, between 25,000 and 50,000 tons? 140 
plants, between 50,000 and 100.000; 44 between 
100,000 and 200,000j and 12 over 200,000 tons. Thus 
78 per cent of the total number have a combined 
annual capacity of about 22 million tons. The total 
aggregate capacity of these plants is about 30 million 
tons, or about 10 per cent.® 

O 

Sauchelli, Vincent, "The Fertilizer Industry of the 
United States," Chemistry and Technology of Fertilizers. 
(New York, 1960), p. 8. 
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Th© structure of the fertilizer industry created a 

unique meaning for marketing fertilizer material. Most of 

the marketed material is located, near the mixing plants. 

It is also noted that the'fertilizer marketing is seasonal.. 

Th# pyramid like structure of th® fertilizer 
industry provides a unique marketing media for the 
products. It is estimated that about three fourths 
of the tonnage produced by the mixed fertilizer 
plants is marketed within 50 to 75 miles radius from 
th# producing plant."' 

The industry is required to furnish most of 
its tonnage within relatively brief periods in th© 
early Spring . , . Farmers continue to wait until 
shortly before planting time before ordering or 
accepting their goods. At least half the tonnage 
in the southern states, for example, moves to 
farmers during the 12 week period of February 
through April. This compels the industry to main-
tain huge inventories of* banged goods in costly 
storage facilities and to tie up its money in 
anticipation of future sales. 

Recent trends."-The data indicated in Table IV point out 

that in 1958 there were 283 plants engaged in fertilizer 

manufacturing while there were 685 plants engaged in blending 

or mixing fertilizers. The ratio of mixing plants to manu-

facturing plants seems to range around 2.5. There seems to 

be a downward trend in the ratio. 

The number of employees working in the manufacturing 

plants decreased slightly from 1947 to 1958, while the number 

^Xbid., pp. 3, 4. 

10Ibid., p. 5 
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of employees working in the mixing plants increased slightly 

in the eleven year period between 1947 and 1958, 

TABLE IV 

STATISTICAL DATA ON FERTILIZER PLOTS 
AND *TVING PLANTS 

Year 
Ferti-
lizers Employees 

Pay Roll 
1,000 

Mixing 
Only Employees 

• Rajlo" 

Mixed 
to Mfg 
Plants 

1947 187 20,357 47 ,,928 518 : n,6i5 2.77 
1949 19,887 51,429 12,105 
1950 19,232 50.033 12,161 
1951 22,759 67»689 12,562 
1952 23,046 74.897 12,892 
1953 22,018 77,470 15,541 
1954 260 19,728 73„048 580 12,040 2.23 
1955 20,122 76.015 12,004 
1956 19,219 • 79,465 11,176 
1957 " 18,540 78,372 11,815 
1958. 283 18,728 79v022 685 12,161 2.42 

page 28F- £ Calendar Vear 1943-1958. 
ie 

The rapid expansion in the fertilizer industry in the last 

twenty-five years is demanding that the industry undergo some 

foaaic changes. The changes see© to focus around th® following 

three points. 

1« The fertilizer industry is serving the agricultural 

industry. Currently successful segments of the agricultural 

industry are operated by up to date management processes. In 

this type of management the most economical fertilizers are 

sought. This action leaves very little room for low concen-

trated fertilizers that use sand and other ingredients as 
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fillers. 

2. The studies of soil-plant-fertilizer relationship 

have been carried forward. The fertilizer industry has been 
• 

known since the dawn of civilization. Yet its complete move-

ment into the realm ©f scientific analysis is yet to come. 

This is partly due to incomplete understanding of the relation-

ship between soil, plant and fertilizer. Various studies for 
11 

better understanding are taking place, 

3, Application of technological improvement and better 

engineering practices are being used. This point will be 

illustrated more in future chapters. However, for now, the 

following quotation concerning superphosphate can be applied 

to the fertilizer industry as a whole. 
Superphosphate was the first chemically pre-

pared fertilizer product and marked the evolution 
of a relatively small haphazard business into an 
immense industry involving the application of 

**The following findings reported in Agricultural and 
Chemical Development. 1962 Annual Report by Tennessee Valley 
Authority,iiiustrates the above point. 

The plant uses nitrogen in the nitrate form. Therefore 
the conversion of the various nitrogen compounds into the 
nitrate were put under study. It was found that the tempera-
ture of the soil affects the nitrate conversion. When an 
inhibitor is added at 50* F. it, the inhibitor, prevented 
nitrification for over thirty days. However, when the tem-
perature was raised to 85* F., the effect of the inhibitor 
on stopping nitrification materially diminished. 

The study of the solubility of different phosphates 
showed that the residual effect of concentrated superphos-
phate is greater than the residual effect of normal super-
phosphate, due to the presence of Gypsum in the latter. 
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scientific knowledge and sound engineering 
principles.*^ 

In the previous pages an attempt was made to show the 

fertiliser industry m a chemical industry with some special 

and unique characteristics. It was pointed out that the 

industry produces the largest heavy chemicals. It was also 

pointed out that the structure of the industry is pyramid-like 

with fewer plants involved in manufacturing of the products 

and a large number of mixing plants. 

Fertilizer marketing is such that most of the market is 

located within fifty ©lie# radius from the mixing plant * The 

marketing of fertilizers is also seasonal. 

The industry witnessed rapid expansion in the last thirty 

years. This expansion is associated with an increase in 

demand for fertilizer compounds. The increase in fertiliser 

production is a multiple act of diversification and enlarge-

ment of present facilities. Diversification was reflected by 

new kinds of operations with different technologies. Diversi-

fication also reflects new means of fertilizer manufacturing 

due to the introduction of new fertilizer compounds. 

The fertilizer buyer has not been satisfied with the 

fertilizer compounds traditionally marketed» and the resulting 

expansion has brought forth new compounds, made popular what 

used to be less popular, and virtually dropped some of what 

H» iteggaman, and V. Saucholli, * Superphosphate, 

Xt® 4 r ( N e w 
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used to b# th# popular fertilizer compounds. 

The industry is pointing toward new trends. These 

trends are directing the industry into further diversifi-

cation. Thus the transitional period that the industry 

entered around the 1920* s and which increased in the aid-

1940* s is being agitated further. 

What lies ahead for the fertilizer industry depends 

largely upon whether the transitional period continues. If 

the transitional period continues, then the industry is apt to 

face further diversification. If the transitional period of 

diversification starts slacking off, then the industry should 

follow the path oost chemical compounds follow — standardi-

sation. The leveling off in this case should come about 

through the production of few cheraical compounds for fertiliser 

consumption. 

The numerous companies in the fertilizer industry suggest 

that fertilizer compounds prices are not oligopolistic. The 

farmers* increasing awareness of, and search for, the most 

economical fertilizer compounds will play an important factor 

in the new trends the fertilizer industry is taking. 

The scope of this paper is to point out that the present 

trends in the fertilizer industry are associated with the search 

for the most economical means for the production of plant 

nutrients, such as nitrogen, phosphorus and/or potassium compounds 

The paper will attempt to find the most economical means for 
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the production of fertilizer compounds that can furnish the 

soil with nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium. The search 

for the most economical ways will include an examination of 

various compounds that can be utilized, the various processes 

for producing these compounds, their concentration, and the 

form in which these compounds should be produced. It is the 

intention of this paper to show that the trends are somewhat 

limited} therefore standardization is to be expected in the 

industry 

In summation, the fertilizer industry is a chemical 

industry with many unique characteristics. From all indi-

cations the Industry is in a transitional period. and there 

are many tendencies that point out that the standardization 

of the industry is possible and likely. 

13 
This study is limited to the examination of basic 

technological changes which grow out of technological compe-
tition. The exact pricing pattern of the industry Ilea 
outside the scope of this study. If the information by which 
the pattern of price behavior could be established were avail-
able, it would comprise material for an interesting parallel 
study for that undertaken here. 



CHAPTER II 

NITROGEN 

Nitrogen is an important element in the fertilizer 

industry, The nitrogen consumed as fertilizer from 1943 to 

1961 is tabulated in Table V» The total nitrogen consumed 

in 1943 was 418,006 tons* This figure jumped to 2,953,420 

tons in 1961# The nitrogen consumption increased over seven-

fold from 1543 to 1961. The expansion in nitrogen usage in 

fertilizer is anticipated to continue increasing# The pro-

jected nitrogen consumption as fertilizer material is over 

five million tons for the year 1970 or approximately double 

what was consumed in 1962. 

In this chapter the nitrogen compounds that furnish only 

nitrogen as plant nutrient will be discussed. The chemical 

compounds that contain nitrogen and phosphorus will be dis-

cussed in later chapters. The nitrogen compounds discussed 

here are referred to sometimes as straight nitrogen 

compounds. 

The main source of nitrogen is synthetic araraonia. 

Commercial production of synthetic ammonia 
was begun in 1921, and since then it and its 
products have supplied progressively an ever 

16 



TABLE V 

NITROGEN CONTENT OF ALL FERTILIZER. CONSUMED 
IN CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES — 
. FISCAL YEARS 1943 - 1961 

17 

Fiscal 
Year 

Nitrogen 
in 

Mixtures 

1 
Per 
Cent 

Nitrogen 
in 

Straight 
Material 

1 
Per 
C@nt 

Total 
Nitrogen • 
Consumed 

Ratio of 
Total 
Nitrogen 
of Years 
as 
Closed 
to 1943* 

1943 226,178 54*1 191,828 45.9 418,006 1.00 
1944 312,859 54.0 256,857 : 46.0 579,716 1.39 
1945 . 334,720 56.2 260,593 43.8 595,313 1.42 
1946 376,408 56.9 , 284,762 43.1 661,170 1.58 
1947 • 451,502 • 60.6 293,375 39.4 744,877 1,78 
1948 465,975 56.5 358,507 43.5 824,482 1.97 
1949 486,631 55.5 390,968 4 4 R, 877,599 2.10 
1950 467,009 48.9 488,630 51.1 955,639 r% «£ « 

1951 545,142 46.5 626,276 w w 1,171,418 2.80 
1952 615,606 45 .1 750,795 54.9 1,366,401 3.27 
1953 697,071 44 .0 886,763 56.0 1,583,834 3.79 
1954 745,012 41.6 1,044,876 58.4 1,789,888 4.28 
1955 770,945 40 * 6 1,126,402 59 *4 1,897,347 4.54 
1956 767,605 40.9 1,107,766 59.1 1,875,371 4.49 
1957 808,879 39.2 1,256,033 60.8 2,064,912 4.94 
1958 825,943 : 37 .0 1,407,473 63.0 2,233,416 ; 5.34 
1959 965,268 36.9 1,652,380 63.1 2,617,648 6.26 
1960 983,414 36.6 1,702,158 63.4 2,685,572 6.42 
1961 1,012,298 34.3 1,941,122 65.7 2,953,420 7.06 

Sources: Scholl, W. 

Annual Reports, USDA, Fisca 

>, «r- Sl Commercial 
U M i . y v W f n | t 4#,&m 
seal Years 1943-TT 
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increasing portion of the country's require-
ments. By 1958 synthetic nitrogen supplied 
about 90 per.cent of the total fertilizer 
consumption.* 

The number of synthetic ammonia plants reached ten 

plants in 1932 and their production capacity ranged from 800 

tons yearly capacity to 175,000 tons per year. 

During the Second World vifar, the number of plants in 

operation doubled and the total capacity of the added plants 

was 656,000.2 

The next surge in synthetic-ammonia plant 
construction was given impetus in January 1951, 
when the United States Government lowered its 
rapid amortization program to expand Private-
industry Production capacity. Fast tax write-
offs were granted to 25 companies, and 17 plants 
were built. Additional plants were built without 
fast tax write-off. By the end of 1958 there 
were 58 plants with an estimated design capacity 
of 1,254,200 net tons of nitrogen annually.** 

Table VI lists the synthetic ammonia plants as reported 

in 1962. The number of plants increased to 64 plants with 

potential capacity of approximately 6,2 million tons of 

anhydrous ammonia. The sixty-four plants are owned by forty-

five companies. 

The number of synthetic ammonia plants in operation in 

1963 reached seventy-eight plants. These plants are owned by 

^Sauchelli. V., Chemistry and Technology of Fertilizers 
(New York, I960), p. 7. 

2lbid.. p. 11. 

3Ibid. 
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ANHYDROUS AMMONIA PLANTS, J .WARY 1, 1962 
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Name of Coupany Plant Location 

"TTlh"l|"l3̂ l|",llir,,n 

Capacity 
Thousand 
Tons Per 
Yeara 

X, Allied Chemical Corpo-
ration 

2. Allied Chemical Corpo-
ration 

3. Allied Chemical Corpo-
ration 

4. American Cyanamid 
Company 

5. Apache Powder Company 
6. Armour Agricultural 

Chemical Company 
7. Armour Agricultural 

Chemical Company 
8. Atlantic Refining 

Company 
9. California Ammonia 

Company 
10, California Chemical1 

Company 
11, California Chemical 

Company 
12. Calumet Nitrogen 

Products Company 
13. Coastal Chemical 

Corporation 

14* Collier Carbon and 
Chemical Corporation 

15. Commercial Solvents 
Corporation 

16. Consumers Cooperative 
Association 

17. Cooperative Farm Chem-
icals Association 

18. John Deere Chemical 
• Company 

19# Diamond Alkali Company 
20. Dow Chemical Company 
21. Dow Chemical Company 
22. Dow Chemical Company 

Hopewell, Virginia 400 

LaPlatte, Nebraska 76 

South Point, Ohio 320 

Fortier, Louisiana 53 
Benson, Arizona 11 

Festus, Missouri * 86 

Cherokee, Alabama 126 

Philadelphia, Pa, 60 

Lathrop, California 45 

Richmond, California 115 

Fort Madison, Iowa 105 

Hammond, Indiana 108 
Pascagoula, 

Mississippi 70 

3rea, California 115 
Sterlington, 

Louisiana 144 

Hastings, Nebraska 70 

Lawrence, Kansas 147 

Pryor, Oklahoma 72 
Deer Park, Texas 40 
Freeport, Texas 115 
Midland, Michigan 36 
Pittsburg, Cali-

fornia • 11 
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NH3 

Capacity 
Name of Company Plant Location Thousand 

Tons Per 
Yeara 

2 3 , E. 2 . duPont de Bell©* 
Nemours and Company West Virginia , 250 

2 4 . E, I. duPont d® Gib'ostown, 

2 5 . 
Nemours and Company 

E. I . duPont de 
New Jersey 

i Niagara Fails, 
75 

Nemours and Company ; New York 11 
2 6 , Escambia Chemical 

Corporation Pace, Florida 81 
2 7 . PMC Corporation Charleston, iVest PMC Corporation 

Virginia 24 
2 8 . Grace Chemical 

Corporation Memphis9 Tennessee 160 
2 9 . Hercules Powder Hercules, 

Company California 55 
3 0 . Hercules Powder Louisiana, 

31. 
Company 

Hooker Electrochemical 
Missouri 43 

Corporation Tacoma, Washington 22 
3 2 . Ketona Chemical Corpo-

ration Ketona, Alabama 45 
3 3 . Mississippi Chemical Yazoo City, 

Corporation Mississippi 117 
3 4 . Monsanto Chemical 

Company El Dorado, Arkansas 224 
3 5 . Monsanto Chemical 

Company Luling, Louisiana 184 
3 6 , Northern Chemical 

Industries Searsport, Maine 45 
3 7 . Olin Mathieson Lake Charles, 

Chemical Corporation Louisiana 131 
3 8 . Olin Mathieson Chemi- Niagara Falls, 

cal Corporation | New York 6 
39. Pennsalt Chemicals 

Corporation Portland, Oregon ! 15 
4 0 . Pennsalt Chemicals Wyandotte. : 

Corporation Michigan 34 
41. Petroleum Chemicals, Lake Charles. 

Incorporated Louisiana 100 
4 2 . Phillips Chemical 

208 Company 
Phillips Chemical 

Etter, Texas 208 
4 3 . 

Company 
Phillips Chemical 
Company Pasadena, Texas 219 
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Name of Company Plant Location 

NH3 

Capacity 
Thousand 
Tons Per 
Year3 

44, Phillips Pacific 
Chemical Company 

45, Pittsburgh Plate Glass 
•Company, Chemical Div. 

46, Rohm and Haas Company 
47, St. Paul Ammonia 

Products Company 
48, San Jacinto Chemical 

Div., Smith-Douglas 
Co * -

49-. . Shall Chemical 
Corporation 

50. Shell Chemical 
Corporation 

51* Solar Nitrogen Chemi-
cals, Incorporated 

52. Solar Nitrogen Chemi-
cals, Incorporated 

53. Southern Nitrogen 
Company 

54. Southwestern Nitro-
chemical Corporation 

55. Spencer Chemical 
Company 

56. Spencer Chemical 
Company 

57. Spencer' Chemical 
Company 

58. Sun Oil'Company 

59. Tennessee Corporation 
60* Tennessee Valley 

Authority 
61. The Texas Company 
62. U. S. Steel 

Corporation 
63. U. S. Industrial Chemi-

cals Division National 
Distillers Corporation 

64. Valley Nitrogen Pro-
ducers 

Total Capacity 

Kennewick, Washington 
Natrium, tfest 
Virginia 

D@®r Park, Texas 

Pine Bend, Minnesota 

73 

27 
50 

110 

Houston, Texas 40 

; Pittsburg, California 110 

Ventura, California 73 

Lima, Ohio 133 

Joplin9 Missouri 108 

Savannah, Georgia 150 

Chandler, Arizona 28 

Henderson, Kentucky 76 

Pittsburg, Kansas : 184 

Vicksburg, Mississippi 74 
Marcus Hook, 

Pennsylvania 108 
Tampa, Florida 123 

Wilson Dam, Alabama 90 
Lockport, Illinois 65 

Geneva. Utah 72 

Tuscola, Illinois 70 

Fresno, California 65 

6.203 
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fifty-five companies and one plant is owned by the United 

States Government.4 

The expansion in ammonia production was associated with, 

nitrogen consumption as plant nutrient, 

Nitrogen consumption (as total N) in the 
*61-,62 fertilizer was up 55^ over the *58-,59 
consumption in West North Central and West South 
Central regions, Demand in the East North Central 
area advanced 28& and in East South Central 
States, 17$. Mountain States consumption in-
creased 32%, but on a much smaller baa#. 

Nitrogen solution used (as total N) in the 
same period expanded drastically in Central areas. 
It climbed 331% and 168&, respectively, in East and 
West South Central States, 187% in East North 
Central States.5 

The nitrogen of the synthetic ammonia derivatives is 

consumed as anhydrous ammonia, aqua ammonia, ammonium nitrate, 

sodium nitrates, calcium nitrate, urea, ammonium sulfate, and 

ammoniatiary solutions. 

Table VII breaks down the nitrogen fertilizer consumption 

according to the various compounds. The table lists the 

amounts in terms of the material used rather than in terms of 

the nitrogen content of each compound. Therefore, by con-

verting the figures cited in Table VII and totaling the 

capacity for each fiscal year, then comparing the findings 

with the total nitrogen indicated in Table V. the data in 

Table VIII are obtained. 

4J. M. Vinton, "The Big Ammonia Buildup," Chemical fleek. 
(November 2, 1964) p. 121. 

5Ibld«. p. 118. 



TABLE VII 

NITROGEN COMPOUNDS AS FERTILIZER MATERIALS -« 
I f . o. CONSUMPTION - FISCAL YEARS 1954-1959 

(In Thousands of Tons) 

Nitroqen 
Material 1959 1958 ! 1957 1956 1955 1954 

Amrsonia, 
anhydrous 676 583 453 418 354 350 

Ammonia, 
Asjua 448 365 381 310 232 m 

Jteaaofilum 
N i t r a t e 1 ,273 •1,116 1 ,105 941 1 ,115 ; 925 

A m e n l w 
Sulf ate 557 577 516 414 5 2D 537 

Calcium 
Nitrate ; 57 . 51 56 56 51 

Nitrogen 
Sol. 518 32S 264 : 109 109 192 

Sodium 
Nitrate 467 436 ; 4S3 543 616 635 

Urea 107 98 109 92 69 m 

960» p. 
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TABLE VIII 

COMPARISON OF STRAIGHT NITROGEN COMPOUNDS 
TO THE TOTAL NITROGEN CONSUMED BY THE 

FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

Year 
Straight Nitrogen 
(1000 tons) of*N 

•, Total Nitrogen 
(1000 tons) ' . 
Consumed by the 
Fertilizer 
Industry 

Per Cent of 
Straight 
Nitrogen of 
Total Nitro-
gen used in 
Fertilizer 

1954 874 1790 48.8 
1955 985 1897 51.9 
1956 975 1875 52.0 
1957 1137 2065 55.0 
1958 1263 2233 56.6 
1959 1460 2618 55.8 

Sources Calculated from Tables V and VII, 

Table VIII points out that the utilization of straight 

nitrogen compounds as source of nitrogen increased from 48.8 

per cent in 1954 to 55.8 per cent in 1959. This seven per 

cent increase in the five-year period is not due to continuous 

increase in all of the straight nitrogen fertilizer compounds. 

Table IX reveals the following trends? 
\ 

1. Anhydrous ammonia increased as source of nitrogen 

from fifteen per cent to twenty-one per cent. 

2. Aqua ammonia showed slight increase in this period. 

"'3, Ammonium nitrate decreased from nineteen per cent to 

fifteen per -cent. 

4. tamonium sulfate decreased from six per cent to four 

per cent. 
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5. Calcium nitrate increased around one-half per cent. 

6. Sodium nitrate decreased from five to three per cent, 

?« Urea held its position of two per cent, 

8* Nitrogen solutions increased from two per cent in 

1955 to six per cent in 1959. 

Additional data analysis to check the validity ©f the 

above findings can be found in Table X. The table points out 

the nitrogen supply sources for fertilizer usage for the period 

1961-62 and 1962-63, The following compounds stand out as a 

major source for fertilizer? ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, 

urea, and ammonia. 

Further manipulation of Table X brings about the findings 

tabulated in Table XI. The findings reveal that* 

1. Ammonia's usage as straight fertilizer was still 

increasing. 

2. Ammonium nitrate usage in fertilizer was increasing 

but at a lower base than the total demand for total nitrogen. 

3. Ammonium sulfate indicates a unique increase from 

four per cent in 1959 to nine per cent in 1961-62, then a 

decrease to seven per cent in 1962-63. 

4. Urea increased from two per cent in 1959 to eight 

per cent in 1961-62 and 10 per cent in 1962-63. 

The fluctuation in the consumption of the major nitrogen 

compounds as fertilizers bears an interesting relationship to 

the cost of production as well as to the prices the farmer 

pays for the nitrogen content of these compounds. 
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TABLE IX 

NITROGEN COMPOUNDS A3 FERTILIZER MATERIAL IN 
1,000 TONS OF NITROGEN AND PERCENTAGES OF 

TOTAL NITROGEN CONSUMED IN THE 
FERTILIZER INDUSTRY, FISCAL 

YEAR 1955-1959 

7 ^ 7 T9?DT 19^6 
Tons | Per (Tons ]?er 
1000 Cent 1000 Cent 

Nitxogtn 
Compounds 

Tons 
1000 

: Per 
r Cent 

Anhydrous 
Ammonia 290 15 

Aqua 
Ammonia 46 4L 

Ammonium 
Nitrate 367 19 

Anamoniust 
Sulfate 

? 

109 6 

Calcium 
Nitrate 10 ; 0.5 

Sodium 
Nitrate 98 5 

Ur®a 32 2 

Hi tiro gen 
Sol* 33 2 

Tons 
1000 

Per 
Cent 

Tons 
1000 

Per 
Cent 

343 

311 

10 

42 

33 

18 

O 

1 / 

5 

0.5 

371 

76 

108 

79 

79 

18 

18 

5 

0.4 

4 

4 

478 

73 

121 

10 

70 

45 

21 

16 

0.4 

4 

554 

90 

420 

117 

75 

49 

1KR 

21 

16 

4 

Sources Calculated from Tables V arid VII. 



TABLE X 

NITROGEN: ESTIMATED SUPPLY OF NITROGEN FOR 
FERTILIZER PURPOSES, 1961-82 AND 1962-63, 

UNITED STATES AMD POSITIONS 
(1,000 SHORT TONS OF N) ' 
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Item 

Supply from Domestic Sources 

Solids: 
Ammonium Nitrate** 
Ammonium Sulfate** 
Urea 
All other Solids 

Total Solids 

Liquids: 
Ammonia {including aqua) 
All Other 

Total Liquids 
Total (Solid and Liquids) 

Importsi 
Ammonium Nitrate 
Ammonium Sulfate 
Urea** 
Ammonium Nitrate -
Sodium Nitrate 
Nitrogen Solutions 
All Others 

Total 

Limestone Mixtures 

Exportss 
Ammonium Nitrate 
Ammonium Sulfate 
Urea 
Ammonia (including aqua) 
All Other 

• Total 

Met Domestic Supply 

1962-63 

498 
347 
226 

1,199 
1.019 
2,210 
3,645 

87 
41 
48 
32 
56 
17 
IE 
SsS 

18 
90 
31 
34 
42, 

3,783 

States Department ot Agriculture, ApriTi963, pT"2, 

^Revised-* 

uses»-
**Adjusted for estimated quantity going into non-fertilizer 



TABLE XI 

SUPPLY OF NITROGEN FOR FERTILIZER PURPOSES EXPRESSED 
AS TONS AND PERCENTAGES OF THE VARIOUS NITROGEN 

COMPOUNDS UTILIZED 

29 

l'96l-II",'JI"LJ,nw 

Item Tons N Percent Tons N Percent 
(1000) (1000) 

Percent 

Ammonium 
Nitrate 533 16 567 15 

Awioniian 
Sulfat# 301 9 288 7 

Urea 288 8 373 : 10 

fimtonia 
(Including 
aqua) . 944 28 11165 30 

Sour©®! Calculated from Tables V and X. 

The cost for producing nitrogen from various compounds 

(as compared to .Anhydrous Ammonia) is listed below: 

Index 

100 
104 
113 
170 
190 
220 

6 Material 

Anhydrous Ammonia 
Aqua Ammonia 
Ammonia Drug Solutions 
Ammonium Sulfate 
Ammonium Nitrate 
Urea 
Sodium Nitrate 

The added cost of shipping and handling shifts the above 

index slightly. Thus the prices paid for nitrogen are indexed 

as follows# 

A, V. Slack, * Liquid Fertilizers," Chemistry and Tech-
nology of Fertilizers (New York, 1961), p. 519. 
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Mattrial Index7 

Anhydrous Ammonia 100 
Ammonium Nitrate 155 
Ammonium Sulfate 134 
Sodium Nitrate 200 

The above two indexes indicate that the cost'of manu-

facturing as well as the retail prices are highest for sodium 

nitrate. Urea comes next to sodium nitrate in its cost of 

production. ihile ammonium nitrate cost of production is 

higher than that of ammonium sulfate, the cost of shipping and 

handling increases the price of ammonium sulfate over the price 

of ammonium nitrate. 

In light of the above statistical and cost discussion, 

each of the straight nitrogen compounds will be evaluated. 

Other characteristics will also be incorporated. 

Anhydrous Ammonia. Aqua Ammonia, and Nitrogen Solution.--

It is customary to discuss these three sources of nitrogen fer-

tilizer under liquid fertilizer. However, one cannot help but 

think that these compounds have more in common with the straight 

nitrogen compounds, since they are selective types of fertilizers. 

Anhydrous ammonia, aqua ammonia and nitrogen solutions are 

discussed together because they share many characteristics, As 

a matter of fact, in most cases aqua ammonia and nitrogen so-

lutions are made up from anhydrous ammonia by the utilization 

7 
These data are calculated from Agricultural Prices, 

September, 1964. 
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©f simple and rather inexpensive equipment. This conversion 

can be handled by the fertilizer dealer, it is not surpris-

ing, therefore, that the cost of aqua ammonia and nitrogen 

solutions were 104 and 113 respectively when anhydrous ammonia 

was used as the cost base. 

It was pointed out earlier that anhydrous ammonia is the 

leading nitrogen source used as straight fertilizer material* 

This rapid increase in ammonia use in fertilizer is associated 

with its high content of nitrogen and low production cost in 

relation to other straight nitrogen fertilizers. However, 

anhydrous ammonia, aqua ammonia and nitrogen solutions require 

special handling and special storage facilities. Therefore, 

shipping and handling increase the cost of these compounds, 

slightly. 

To these costs must be added those of 
shipping and handling'from the producer to the 
farmer. These vary widely, depending on the 
section of the country and on the many other 
factors that affect freight rates . . . In 
general the cost of shipping a ton of anhydrous 
ammonia is higher than for other liquid 
fertilizers because of the special equipment 
needed. For the same r@ason? tonnage rates for 
liquids are generally higher than for solids.8 

The application of these compounds was studied by Heady 

and Baum and the following findings were reported* 

The total investment in application equipment, 
including storage tanks, was about the same for 
anhydrous ammonia as for solutions (pressure type) 
but was three to eight times as high for liquid as 
for solids. Retail costs for the materials, however, 
were in the approximate ratio of 1*1.5:1.8, for 
ammonia, solutions, and solids. Labor costs for 

8Ibid.. p. 519. 
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pplyiftc] liquid* weif® aia© so&awfcat imrnz than for 
snido, B*cau&© of tha rdgl^r fixed coats* lira, u m 

©f anhydrous araraonla m m panallsad fey the low aevaana 
ftrtiUwd and low application rata*. Even with th« 
taoat aoaUy a^iproon* cae&Lnatlon and at a state oi' 
90 ifei* of fdtsaoaiv'ac&a* hfejavog?* thi ©eat of 
ino «a»is bocaao s«sp«tltiva with that of aoiida 
*whan 00 soyas war** for viiiaodL .\t hiqhar aaaraastos 
and *ata$» MsemtAs csainod rapidly. At IOC Xbs.'of 
altregai^aera and 250 acxos fartiilsad, tl-ie coa. 
yatfo of' aecaania appliad to &tai of solids via* ateut 
It!#5# Uhdar all of conditions, ongKmla 
«aa eonaidarafely ® » ooanoo&oal than aoiutioiia*̂  

Tha above <pj&tatlon? £«Jieat# that anhydrous awaonisi Is 

wore ©owipatitiva i)*an liquid ni tro-̂ an and aqua ai»©fiia* 

TIi# trends indicate :t.at tfco cmi of tha straight etatarlal 

play* an intjortant part In its' fartiliaar eovtsunption. Tfoara-

fora, basod on thaaa tivo paints thara Is m m m i to baliava 

ttiat anhydrous anaonia will cwitlnue to Xaad„ w!iil@ tha ax* 

mansion of aqua jj«M0nia and nitrepan solution uiii al&ek baU.nd 

anhydrous awrionia. 

Anhydrous annonia can only *»a ag^llad as straight #ar~ 

tilizer. Thus tii® aalactiv-ity may llsit anhydrous aamoftta'a 

fartillaar consumption. Aa a mtim «f fact* It w*» polntad 

©at in Tabla H I of Chapter l that iaaa than flva par cant of 

tha fartili*er compounds ara applied aa waS^ht* TWU p«ta 

afthytitaaua awaonia** u*ag« m fertilises? confound la a unique 

Haitian in *#dch ammonia will bo I m m to stay but never con 

fatcows an essential portion of tha fartilisor industry* 

igtitfl JSKl IIUsa^^Tbaso tm ccop&m*s 

ara discuasod together baeauiia thoy both low 

p. $&>• 
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concentrated fertilizer compounds. Sodium nitrate contains 

sixteen per cent nitrogen and calcium nitrate contains 

seventeen per cent nitrogen. 

Sodium nitrate dominated the fertilizer market until 

1930.i0 However, the introduction of more concentrated 

nitrogen compounds reduced the consumption of sodium nitrate 

in fertilizer to less than five per cent of total nitrogen 

consumed by the fertilizer industry, A study of the saving 

created by replacing sodium nitrate by ammonium nitrate In 

an eleven-year period extending from 1950 to 1960 in nine 

southern states revealed an average saving of 19.7 million 

dollars.** The study further revealed an average saving of 

115 million dollars will result if all sodium nitrate used 

in these nine states were to be replaced by anxnonium nitrate. 

The demand for calcium nitrate as fertilizer compound 

is decreasing for the same reason that the demand for sodium 

nitrate is decreasing. 

turn Sulfate.--Ammonium sulfate enjoyed popular 

position as a fertilizer compound prior to 1954. The nitrogen 

content of the ammonium sulfate consumed as fertilizer in 
12 

1945 exceeded 200,000 tons. This constitutes about thirty 

^ Will H. Shearon, Jr., and if, 3. Dunwoody, "Ammonium 
Nitrate," Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.yt.v (March, 
1953), p. 496. 

•^Fertilizer Trends, TVA, July, 1962, p. 70. 
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per cent of the nitrogen used by the fertilizer industry 

Ammonium sulfate contains around twenty-one per cent 

nitrogen* Thus it ranks slightly higher than sodium nitrate 

and calcium nitrate in nofrogon content. Table IX pointed out 

that ammonium sulfate usage in fertilizers decreased from six 

per cent of the total nitrogen consumed in fertilizer in 1955 

to four per cent in 1959* Table X shows that consumption of . 

ammonium sulfate increased to nine per cent in 1961-62, then 

cam® down to seven per cent in 1962-63. Ammonium sulfate 

started experiencing slower usage as fertilizer since 1954 when 

many ammonium sulfate plants were converted into diammonium 

phosphate plants. 

The conversion of some coke-oven by-product 
operations from production of ammonium sulfate to 
that of di ammonium phosphate was a matter of 
economic necessity." The rapidly increasing pro-
duction of synthetic anhydrous ammonia by the 
petro-chemical industry has produced a relative 
over supply of straight nitrogen fertilizers in 
mid continental United States, Anhydrous anvuonia 
is a direct competitor of ammonium sulfate in 
view of its principal markets. The first of these 
is in the manufacture of wet-mixed and granulated 
complete fertilizers5 the second is in direct 
application to fields for quickly available soluble 
nitrogen. 

The competition was reflected in reduced 
ammonium sulfate prices. In the Great Lakes area 
the 1955 bulk price of ammonium sulfate was $42 
per ton. Market studies indicated that a sharp 
drop should be expected f and by June, 1956< the 
price had fallen to $32 per ton. At that time 
the cost of sulfuric acid required to make a ton 

13Th© total nitrogen consumed as fertilizer use here was 
taken from Fertilizer Trends. TVA. (July, 1962}, p, 45, 
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of ammonium sulfate was $18 to $20, Little, if 
any, margin remained to provide for the capital 
costs, operating costs, and sales costs ©f sulfate 
manufacture,14 

Pmmnixm Nitrate»- -.Ammonium nitrate1s share in fertilizer 

consumption ranges between 15 to 17 per cent. This is rather 

considerable when one recalls that ammonium nitrate became 

available as fertilizer compound only after World War II, 

Ammonium nitrate was first known as a source for ex-

plosive material. Before and during World WBT I, ammonium 

nitrate was produced by the double decomposition process. 

This process utilized the reaction between ammonium sulfate 

and sodium nitrate. The ammonium nitrate produced by this 

method was rather expensive for fertilizer use. 

In 1919 and after the production of synthetic ammonia 

in the United States, the War Department with the help of the 

Department of Agriculture tried to produce ammonium nitrate 

from ammonia and nitric acid. The production of ammonium 

nitrate by this process was a success except for its tendency 

to cake. The delinquent characteristics of ammonium nitrate 

retarded its use as fertilizer compound for a period of over 

ie> 

twenty years. 

The second world war renewed the look at the production 

of ammonium nitrate. By this time technological advancements 

^4I. W. Rozian, wDiammonium phosphate as produced at 
By-Product coke-oven plants," Chemistry and .Technology of 
Fertilizers (New York, 1960), p. 251. 

15Will H. Shearon, Jr. and W. Dunwoody, MAmmonium Nitrate," 
industrial and Engineering Chemistry (March, 1953), p. 497. 
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in other fields have reduced the physical disadvantages of the 

compound. The introduction of anti-caking agents, the pro-

duction of coarse particles, and the use of moisture free bags 

increased the desirability of the product. 

Presently ammonium nitrate is produced successfully by 

on® of four processes, namelyt printing, stencil process, 

1 7 

crystallization, and graining. 

Table XII shows that ammonium nitrate is produced in 

thirty-eight plants. These plants are owned by thirty 

different companies. 

Ammonium nitrate contains thirty-three per cent nitrogen 

and is very promising as a fertilizer compound. 

Urea.—The commercial production of urea utilizes syn-

thetic ammonia and carbon dioxide. Urea is the most concen-

trated nitrogen fertilizer. It contains 45 per cent nitrogen. 

The production of urea is not concentrated in the hands 

of few companies. Table XIII shows that there are twenty-three 

companies operating twenty-seven plants in the United States. 

The production of urea is a complicated operation that 

requires a large sum of capital investment and utilizes equip-

ment that cannot be utilized in manufacturing other fertilizer 

compounds. 

Urea accounted for only about two per cent of total 

^Ibid.. p. 497. 

17 
J. C. Sharp, "Nitrogen," Chemistry and Technology of 

Fertilizers (New York, 1960), pp. 26-30. 
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AMMONIUM NITRATE PLANTS AND CAPACITIES 
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Capacity 
thousands 

'Company Plant Location of tons 'Company 
per year) 

Allied Chemical Hopewell, Va. 
LaPlatt#, Neb. 

400 Hopewell, Va. 
LaPlatt#, Neb. i 200 
South Point, O. 100 

Apache Powder i Benson, Ariz. ; 8 
Ammonium Agricultural Chemical Crystal City, Mo. 

Cherokee, Ala. 
: 72 Ammonium Agricultural Chemical Crystal City, Mo. 

Cherokee, Ala. 90 
California Chemical Fort Madison, Iowa 53 
Central Nitrogen Terre Haute, Ind. 140 
Calumet Nitrogen Products : Hammondr Ind. 55 
Columbia Nitrogen Augusta, Ga. 140 
Commercial Solvents Sterlington, La. 75 
Cooperative Farm Chemicals Lawrence, Kan. 333 
DuPont Niagara Falls, N. Y, 405 
Escaslica Chemical Pace, Fla. . 123 
Farmers Chemical Association Chattanooga, Tenn. 70 
Hawkeye Chemical Clinton, Iowa 100 
Hercules Power Co. Hercules, Calif. 40 
Hercules Power Co. Louisiana, Mo. 120 
Ketona Chemical Ketona, Ala. 27 
Mississippi Chemical Yazoo City, Miss. 300 
Monsanto Chemical El Dorado, Ark. ' 200 
Monsanto Chemical Luling, La. 200 
Nitrin, Inc. Cordova, 111. 140 
Nitrin, Inc. Tampa, Fla. 140 
Olin Mathieson East Alton, 111. 50 
Phillips Chemical : Etter, Texas 153 
St. Paul Ammonia Product Pine Bend, Minn, 88 
Solar Nitrogen Chemicals Lima, 0. 75 
Southern Nitrogen Savannah, Ga. 198 
Southern Nitrogen Tampa, Fla. 54 
Southwestern Agrochemical Henderson, Ky. 105 
Spencer Chemical Pittsburg, Kan, 360 
Spencer Chemical Vicksfcurg, Miss. 43 
Tennessee Valley Authority Alison Dam, Ala. 50 
Texaco Lockport, 111. 95 
Union Oil Br@a, Calif. 55 
U, S. Steel Geneva, Utah 68 
U. S. Industrial Chemicals Tuscola, 111. 50 

Sources Chesdcal" Week, Boveafcer 2-, 1963# 
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UREA CAP/CITY 
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Name of Company Plants* Location 
1000 tons/year) 
an *64 Jan *65 

Allied Chemical 
Artaour Agricultural 
Coasted Chemical 
Coasted Chemical 
Cooperative Chemicals 
John Deere 
DuFont 
Escambia Chemical 
Farmers Chemical Assn. 
Grace Chemical 
Hawkeye Chemical 
Hercules 
Hefccule© 
Ketona Chemicals 
Lone Star Producing 
Mississippi Chemical 
Monsanto Chemical 
Nitrin 
Phillips Pacific 
Premium Oil 
Shell Chemical 
Solar Nitrogen 
Solar Nitrogen 
Southern Nitrogen 
Spencer Chemical 
Spencor Chemical 
Sun Oil 

^Tentative 
Sourcex Chemical 

LaFlatte, Neb. 
Sheffield, Ala. 
South Point, 0. 
Pascagoula, Miss. 
Lawrence, Kan« 
Pryer, Okla. 
Belle, '//. Va. 
Pace Junction, Fla. 
Chattanooga, Tenn. 
Memphis, Tenn, 
Clinton, La. 
Hercules, Calif» 
Louisana, Mo, 
Ketona, Ala. 
Kerens, Texas 
Yazoo City, Miss. 
El Dorado, Ark. 
Cordova, 111. 
Kennewick, lash, 
Pasadena, Texas 
Ventura, Calif. 
Joplin, Mo. 
Lima, 0. 
Savannah^ Ga. 
Henderson, Ky. 
Vicksburg, Miss. 
North Claymont, Del, 

115 115 
18 18 

115 115 
36 36 
23 23 

125 165 
205 205 

20 20 
100 

120 120 
25 25 
40 40 
40 40 

7 
•mum 80 
36 36 
36 36 
24 24 
10 7 0 * 

70 
88 88 
5 2 52 
60 60 
22 50 
36 36 
15 15 
73 7 3 

Week. November 2, 1963, 
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nitrogen utilised for fertilizer up until I960. It then 

started gaining and in 1962-63 urea* s usage as nitrogen 

supplying compound for fertilizer consumption contributed 

ten per cent of the nitrogen consumed, Urea*s rapid rise as 

fertilizer compound was due to change in prices: 

A rapid expansion in the production and sale 
of urea as a fertilizer material has been of 
recent interest to the U. 3, fertilizer industry. 
This product has long been known as an excellent 
fertilizer material for many uses, but only 
recently have the economics of production bmn 
such as to encourage its extensive use as a 
fertilizer in the United States. ® 

18 Fertilizer Trends, TVA (July, 1962), p. 4, 



CHAPTER H I 

SUPERPHOSPHATE 

Superphosphate is one of the oldest types of fertilizers, 

having been uced for over a century. During this long period, 

remarkable changes took place in the industry. Presently 

there are various concentrations of superphosphate produced 

by various processes. The essential chemical change that 

takes place in superphosphate production is the conversion of 

insoluble tricalcium phosphate in phosphate rock to water 

soluble monocalcium phosphate and citrate soluble dicalcium 

phosphate. Water soluble and citrate soluble phosphates are 

also called available phosphates, which means available for 

plant consumption. The conversion of tricalcium phosphate 

into available phosphates is accomplished by reacting the 

phosphate rock with sulfuric acid and/or phosphoric acid. 

There are three general types of superphosphate produced de-

pending upon the kind and amount of acid used. 

1. Normal superphosphate, the name applied to the 

product formed by reacting sulfuric acid with phosphate rock. 

The available phosphoric anhydride (£^5) in the normal super-

phosphate usually ranges between sixteen to twenty-one per cent.* 

^Vincent iauchelli, »Normal Superphosphate: Chemistry and 
Technology »!f Chemistry and Technology of Fertilizers (New York, 
1960), p ". "129. 

40 
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2„ Enriched superphosphate is produced by reacting both 

phosphoric and sulfuric acid with the phosphate rock. The 

available (P^P.) runs around thirty-two per cent 

3, Triple superphosphate is manuf actured by reacting the 

phosphate rock with phosphoric acid 'to produce a product with 

forty-three to forty-eight per cent (PpO^),3 

Chemical Reactions: Although superphosphate lias been em-

ployed as fertilizer for over a century, the true chemical 

reaction has been unknown until very recently. 

The main problems in the chemical reaction of super-

phosphate stem from the fact that phosphate rock contains 

other ingredients and impurities besides tricalcium phosphate. 

If phosphate rock were practically pure phosphate 
of lime its treatment with sulfuric acid and the 
preparation of a uniform product of proper chemical 
composition and in good mechanical condition would 
offer little difficulty. 

Table I illustrates the chemical composition of Florida 

pebble phosphate rock* 

9 
"John H. Payne, Jr., "Fertilizer Manufacture.'* Phos-

phorus and Its Compounds, Vol, II, John R, HFazer, 'Ed,» 
(New York, 1961), p# 1032. 

A* Lutz and Christopher J. Pratt, "Manufacture of 
Triple Superphosphate," Chemistry and Technology of Fertilizers. 
V, Sauchelli, Ed., (New York, I960),p, 167. 

iffeu H. .Vaggaman, " Superphosphate, Its Manufacture and 
ProoertiesPhosphoric Acid» Phosphates and Phosohatic Ferti-
lizer. (New York, 1952} , 1 ^ 2 7 ^ 



TABLE XIV 

ANALYSIS OF A TYPICAL FLORIDA PEBBLE PHOSPHATE 

Ingredient Per Cent Rang® 

Calcium Oxide (CaB) . • « « # > . *46 - 30 
Phosphorus Pentoxide (P2P5) 30 - 36 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2). . . .1.5 - 4,4 
Fluorine (F) • . . . . . . . . . . . . . » . . . . .3*3 *• 4.0 
Ferric Oxide (F«2p3). .0.7 - 2.6 
Alumina (AI2P3) . . * . • . . . . . . . » . . . . .0.7 ** 1.1 
Silica (S1O2) 7.3 - 9.8 
Magnesia IMgQ) .04 - .5 
Sulfur Trioxide (So3) 0.3 - 1.5 
Total Water 7.3 - 2.6 

Source* K. D. Jacob, et al., U. S. Department of 
Agriculture Tech. Bull. No. 364. 1933. 

Table XIV points out that the major portion of phosphate 

rock is composed of calcium and phosphorus oxides. These two 

oxides represent the insoluble tricalcium phosphate. The 

presence of fluorine, iron, aluminum, silica, magnesium, and 

sulfur as Impurities even in small amounts creates complicated 

conditions in superphosphate manufacturing. 

The problem of impurities was intensified further when 

it was discovered that some of the fluorine is found as part 

of the phosphate rock lattice. 

It is generally agreed that the main ingredient 
of most high-grade phosphate rock is fluoroapatite 
3 Cag (F04;2 CaF a compound in which the fluorine is 
a constituent part of the phosphate molecule.5 

The investigation into the true chemical reaction of 

superphosphate is far from complete. On the other hand 

5Ibid.. p. 275. 
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extensile efforts have been made sine© the 1930*s to under-

stand the chemical reaction of superphosphate. The literature 

contains considerable and lengthy discussions on superphosphate 

chemistry, In this section the following approach is sought 

while discussing the chemistry of superphosphate*' It will be 

assumed that: 

1, Phosphate rock contains impurities with tricalciura-

phosphate. These impurities tend to complicate the chemical 

reaction between tricalciuni phosphate and acids, 

2, Some of the fluorine is present as part of the phos-

phate molecule; therefore fluorine decomposition occurs in 

two stages, 

The cheaical reaction is believed to take place according 

to the following general equation! 

3 Ca3(P04)2 CaF2+ 7 1 ^ 4 — » 3 Ca(H2PO4)2 + 7Ca S04 + 2W 

Vincent Sauchelli thinks that the above reaction takes 

place in two simultaneous steps: 

3 Ca3(P04)2 CaX + 10 i-^SC^—»6 K3PO4 10 CaS04 4- H2 X 

Thus in the first step phosphoric acid is formed, which 

in turn reacts with the unreacted rock in accordance with the 

following equation! 

3 Ca3(P04)2 CaX + 14 H 3 P 0 4 — , 10 Ca(H2P04)2 + H2 X 

The calcium sulfate is produced mostly in the anhydrite 

form with snail amounts of gypsum Ca 304 - 2ll^p and saall 

amounts of hemihydrate Ca 3G4 HoO, 
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The calcium phosphate is present as mono hydrate 

Ca(H2P04)2 - H2P. If the monohydrate is heated to 150° C., 

the calcium pyrophosphate is formed (CaHgP^?) » and further 

heating produces calcium metaphosphate. 

The fluoride reacts with the sulfuric acid in the follow-

ing manner* 

C aP 2 "*• H23Q4 * C aS04 + 2KF 

4HF + Si02 • 5iF4 + 2H2P (Silicon » extra fluoride) 

3 oiF4 + 2iirp >3102 + 2ii2 Sif^ (Silica + Hydrofluosilicic 

Acid) 

Hydrofluosilicic acid is collected through spray towers 

and utilized since it has many.industrial applications 

Waggaman believes that the nature and proportion of 

fluorine acids remaining in superphosphate depends upon the 

temperature and concentration of sulfuric acid. 
The fact that higher conversion of the insoluble 

?2p5 into an available form is obtained when phosphate 
rock is treated with less concentrated sulfuric acid 
indicates that the acids of fluorine remaining In the 
superphosphate have solvent effect on the residual 
rock. This slight economy in sulfuric acid require-
ments, however, must, be balanced against the 
additional Ĥ SiFfc recovered and the higher percentage 
of P2G5 in the superphosphate produced"where the more 
concentrated sulfuric acid is employed.' 

Vincent Sauchelii indicates that the presence of calcium 

fluorapatite contributes to the poor quality of phosphate rock 

^V. Sauchelii, * Normal Superphosphate, Chem. and Tech-
nology," Chemistry and Technology of Fertilizer. (New York. 
I960), pp,' Ml, 142. ~ 

*7 

H. Waggaiaan, " Superphosphate, Its Manufacture and 
Properties," ̂ P^§^|ic^^ld, £h^.ha,tf,l P M m M M ® 
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as fertilizer. 

Jacob, et 3l, report data which indicate that 
the presence of calcium fluoxapatite in these rocks 
is largely responsible for the comparatively low 
citrate solubility and low fertilizer efficiency of 
the phosphorus in the raw phosphate rock and also 
for the sluggishness of the reaction between ortho-
phosphine acid end phosphate rock. 

Since the fluorine in most of the domestic rocks 
exceeds by 20 to 35 per cent the amount required by 
the fluorapatite formula, it is assumed that the 
principal constituent of these rocks is fluorapatite, 
and that the fluorine in excess of that is present 
probably as calcium fluoride (CaFo). It is tra-
ditionally stated that beyond 93* C (200* F), the 
teiaperdture developed during acidulation, the sulfuric 
and phfcsphoaric acids will react with any calcium 
fluoride present, . . 

It is as stoned that iron and aluminum are present as 

sulfates. The reactions between these sulfates and the acid 

proceed as follows: 

2F«pQ4 + 3H2304—+ Fe2( 304)3 + 2H3PQ4 

Fe2 (S04)3 + 2H3PO4 >2Fe304 21-120 + 3H3FO4 
€1 

Hydrated iron phosphate' 

The hydrated iron phosphate is a slightly 
soluble, sticky, disagreeable compound which 
if present in relatively large amounts may impart 
objectionable physical properties to the entire 
product. « . . 

Hydrated iron phosphate, however, may be con-
verted into the hydrous and even less soluble 

^Vincent Sauchelli, "Nomal Superphosphate,*4 Cheplst^y. 
and Technology of Fertilizer (New York, 1960), p. 143. 

%ri, H. iVaggaman, wSuperphosphate, Its Manufacture and 
Properties," Phosphoric Acid, Phosphate*.« and Phosphoric 
Fertilizer (Mew York, 1952) 5 p. 280. 
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condition by reacting with anhydrous calcium sulfate, 
the latter compound being converted into gypsum as 
follows* 

FeP04 2UP + CaS04 2H^5 + FeP04 

The last reaction may partly explain why super-
phosphate In excellent mechanical condition but with 
relatively high percentage of P^05 insoluble in water 
is often made from rock containing large amounts of 
iron and aluminum. Compounds of aluminum in phosphate 
rock react in a manner similar to those of iron, but 
to a less marked degree« 

An attempt was road® to explain the chemistry of super-

phosphate in the foregoing discussion. A basic understanding 

of the chemical reactions of superphosphate can pave the way 

11 

for technological standardization of the industry. 

Technology of Superphosphate.—Essentially there are 

three basic steps that take place in the manufacturing of 

superphosphate, 

1. Mixing of phosphate rock and the acid. 

2. Discharging the mixture into a den. 

3. Storing the material from the den in a curing pile. 

10Ibid.. pp. 280, 231. 

^The chemistry of superphosphate does not allow the 
industry to follow the classical path of inorganic chemical 
processes. The overwhelming number of the inorganic chemical 
processes ar© based on assured and fully understood reaction 
between the constituents. V/hen the reaction is highly pre-
dictable, standard equipment design can be anticipated. Also 
the yield and thus the efficiency of the operation can be 
easily controlled. This was not the case in superphosphate 
manufacturing. The lack of basic knowledge about the chemical 
reaction© left too «uch room for speculation. This explains 
partly the diversification in the technology of superphos-
phate * 
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In the mixing step the chemical reaction occurs within two to 

three minutes after which the mixture begins to set up. Uni-

form mixing is claimed to give the product better chemical and 

12 

physical qualities. 

The mixed product is discharged to the den where it is 

usually retained for a period of six hours. During this 

period the product is changed from slurry like material into a 

porous and dry product. The purpose for holding the acid-rock 

mixture in the den is to convert the slurry product into a 

solid mass. During the denning step, the chemical reaction 

proceeds rather slowly with the release of considerable 
1 

amounts of carbon dioxide, water and fluorine as vapor. " 

In the curing step the material is stored in a pile for 

a period of two weeks to secure maximum conversion of phos-

phorus pentoxide to an available form. 

The superphosphate industry followed many ways of pro-

duction. There was radical deviation among the methods 

employed. However, as the fertilizer industry started accept-

ing technological improvements and as better understanding of 

the chemical reactions began to take place, the trend of 

modification brought the various processes closer. 

"^Wnu H. ,Vaggaman, nSuperphosphate, Its Manufacture and 
ProDerties.n Phosohoric Acid. Phosphates, and PMffl&haMc 
Fertilizer, (Mew York,' 1951), p. 254. 

13John H. Payne, Jr. "Fertilizer Manufacture," Phosphorous 
and Its Compounds. Vol. II. John R. Van Wazer, Ed., (New York, 
T96lTTp. 1080. 
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Presently, the three basic steps utilized for manu-

facturing superphosphate are carried out either by batch 

process or continuous process. 

In the batch process the mixing operation consists in 

most part of a covered pan with verticil stirrer. The 

denning is carried out in the stationary -bar type den# 

In the continuous process the pubmill type sixer is 

popular. 

The curing operation is very similar in both processes,. 

Considerable experimental work has been carried out by 

the industry as well as by the Tennessee Valley Authority to 

improve the various processes. Some of the experimental find-

ings were very effective in keeping the industry competitive.*4 

In the past discussion, the technology of superphosphate 

was briefly described. The purpose of the description was to 

give the reader an idea of the process and to emphasize the 

14 
The following thoughts about curing give the reader an 

idea about some of the problems facing superphosphate manu-
facturers j 

MCuring always presents the industry with the problem of 
storing large inventory for a period of two to three weeks. 
Therefore the elimination of th® need for a long curing period 
can be very economical. An investigation into the problem of 
curing revealed that an ideal process would be one which would 
produce suitable product for immediate bagging and shipping 
and with a high degree of phosphate availability. However, 
something less than these requirements might be acceptable. 
For example, a lower phosphate availability might be toler-
ated to get the advantage of lower storage investment." 

R. L. Demmerle, and Walter J. Sackett, "Continuous Super-
phosphate Production," Industrial Engineering Chemistry, xlt 
(July, 1949), 1308. 
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importance of introducing new means and methods of production 

to the superphosphate industry. The superphosphate industry 

is facing competition from other fertilizer materials. Modi-

fication in the industry is essential to keep it competitive* 

Statistical Analysis.—It was stated earlier that super-

phosphates can be classified into three groups according to 

the concentration of the available phosphorus anhydride. 

Thus there are normal superphosphate, enriched superphosphatet 

and triple or concentrated superphosphate. 

Table XV lists total superphosphate production, triple 

superphosphate production, and normal superphosphate pro-

duction. The number of plants is also listed in the table. 

Table XVI lists the annual capacity of concentrated 

superphosphate in relation to the total superphosphate and 

also in relation to the total phosphatic fertilizers.**' 

IS 
Enriched superphosphate was only popular for a short 

period. The interest in the production of superphosphate was 
between 1952 to 1956. The annual production capacity in this 
period, according to A. V. Slack1s article on superphosphate 
production that appeared in Farm Chemicals in issue of May, 
1959, was as follows* 

1954 40,360 tons 
1955 39,042 tons 
1956 12,888 tons 

The decline 
ing to A 
phate can be produced just as easily as enriched superpf 
Thus it is more economical to produce triple superphosphate 

16 
The term " phosphatic fertilizer*' refers to those chemical 

compounds that furnish the soil with phosphorus as plant 
nutrient. 
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TABLE XV 

AVAILABLE PHOSPHORUS PHNTOXIDE ( p ^ ) ANNUAL 
, PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF SUPERPHOSPHATE PLANTS 
| IN (1,000 TONS) STATED YEARS 1930-1956 

. Concentrated Super-
Calendat Normal Superphosphate 1 phosphate Total 
Year '"Plants ; Material' 

M Tons 
PgDg Plants'". : Material p2b5 P2O5 

1930 200 8,900 1600 5 98 44 1,644 
1940 | . 145 8,399 1512 8 400 180 1,692 
1945 I 159 11,487 2067 9 497 223 2,291 
1947 j 176 13,247 2384 7 489 220 2,604 
1948 ! : 191 14,121 2542 9 649 292 2,834 
1950 ! 200 14,334 2580 0 

* 701 316 2,896 
1951 ! 204 16,622 2992 ; 9 793 357 3,349 
1956 209 , 17,778 3200 21*# 4667 2100 5,300 

•In September 1955, eleven normal superphosphate plants 
also produced concentrated superphosphate« 

! 

#These plants are owned by practically the same number of 
companies. 

Sources Mehring, A, C, et al., Statistics on Fertilizer 
and Liming Material in the United States. Statistical Bulletin 
No. 191,~ U. S. Department of Agriculture, April 1957, Table 37, 
Calendar Years 1900-1956, page 43. 

"Phosphorus," Fertilizer Trends. TVA (July, 1962), Table 6, 
p. 33. 
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TABLE XVI 

TOTAL SUPERPHOSPHATE AMD CONCENTRATED SUPERPHOSPHATE, 
CONSUMED IN FERTILIZER* ALSO THE PERCENT OF 

CONCENTRATED SUPERPHOSPHATE AS PART OF 
TOTAL SUPERPHOSPHATE, AND AS PART OF 

PHDSPHATIC FERTILIZERS CONSUMED 
ANNUALLY 1935-1961 

Calendar 1,000 Tons . Per Cent of Totax Per Cent ©1 'YoTal 
Year P205 Superphosphat® ! Phosphate 

1935 41 7.7 7.7 
1936 58 9.3 9.3 
193? 76 9*4 9.4 
1938 86 12.6 12.6 
1939 126 16.6 16,6 
1940 151 17.2 17.2 
1941 146 15.3 15.3 
1942 141 13.2 13.2 
1943 132 10 . 4 10.4 
1944 126 9.5 9.4 
1945 113 7.8 7.8 
1946 145 9.3 9.3 
1947 173 9.4 9.3 
1948 211 11.2 11.1 
1949 247 13.1 13.1 
1950 309 15.6 15.5 
1951 322 15.9 15.8 
1952 388 18 • 0 17.9 
1953 457 21.4 21.3 
1954 562 OSj 

*m%# m 
25.4 

1955 707 31.2 31.1 
1956 753 33.7 30.9 
1957 832 37.6 33.9 
1958 834 39*7 35.0 
1959 893 39.0 34.2 
1960 986 43.7 37.1 
1961 1,024 45.1 37.5 

Source®i Mehring, 
and Llinlno Material® 1.. ... 
No. 191™ U. S. Department of Agriculture,'April 1957 
Calendar Years 1900-1942, page 43, 

Table 38, 

"Phosphorus," Fertilizer Trends. TVA {July 1962), Table 9, 
Calendar Years 1935-1961, p.391. 
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Tables XV and XVI reveal some interesting findings such 

ass 

1. Normal superphosphate plants decreased from 200 in 

the year 1930 to 145 in 1940, then started increasing again 

to 200 by 1950* This increase slowed down in 1950, so that 

only nine additional plants were built in the six year 

period between 1950-1956. On the other hand superphosphate 

plants showed a slow increase frora five plants in 1930 to. nine 

plants in 1945, The situation remained virtually unchanged 

from 1945 to 1951• From 1951 to 1956 the number of operating 

plants increased by thirteen plants. 

2. Concentrated superphosphate production increased at 

a much more rapid pace than the production of normal super-

phosphate. The demand for the usane of concentrated 

superphosphate as fertilizer brought its percentage as part 

of the total superphosphate from 7.7 per cent in 1935 to 

45.1 per cent in 1961. 

3. Until around 1956 virtually all the phosphate 

fertilizers were supplied as superphosphate. 

4. After 1955 the introduction of other phosphatic 

fertilizers became noticeable. In 1961 of the total 6,056,000 

tons of available phosphorus pentoxide consumed as fertilizer, 

45.8 per cent were consumed as normal superphosphate, and 45.1 

per cent were consumed as concentrated superphosphate and 9.1 
17 

per cent were consumed as other phosphorus compounds. 

17 
Calculated from Table XVI, 
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Cost Qf production In ouperohosphates. —Sunernhosr>hate 

production represents a large capital investment. Table XVXJ 

' lists the cost of normal superphosphate plant equipment for a 

plant design for 1,000 tons per day capacity. 

The cost of producing superphosphate varies 
according to the size and loc'ation of the plant 
and its accessibility to supplies raw materials. 
Plants situated at or near the Florida phosphate 
mines and where sulfur for sulfuric acid manu-
facture can be delivered at a relatively low 
figure, have an .advantage as far as actual pro-
duction costs are concerned over those located at 
inland points where long rail hauls on these raw 
materials are involved. On the other hand because 
of the high freight charges on superphosphate (per 
unit of P2P5), it is equally, if not more important 
that the manufacturing plant be built near large 
and established markets. The bulk of the super-
phosphate plants in this country are either on or 
near the Eastern s«aboard where advantage is taken 
of the lower freight rates that prevail for both 
the raw materials and finished products shipped by 
water.^ 

The above quotation describes the production cost and 

problems of normal superphosphate. How, the production cost 

of triple superphosphate, although similar in many respects, 

to normal and superphosphate, differs in many ways. 

The triple superphosphate plants are much 
larger on the average, are located near the 
phosphate deposits, and tend more to continuous 
operation. Much of this difference is due to the 
fact that triple superphosphate production requires 
phosphoric acid. Since this has not been generally 
available on the open market, as has sulfuric acid, 
the producer has had to make it. The phosphoric 
acid process is more complicated than that for mak-
ing sulfuric acid and therefore the trend has been 
to large plants and continuous processing in order 

is 
Wm, H. Wagqaman and Vincent Sauchelli, "Superphosphate, 

Its Manufacture and Properties," P t o r i c Ac„3.d,« 
and Phosphatic Fertilizers. (New York, 1952), p. 287. 
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to reduce investment and operating coat per unit of 
production. The size of tns plant and the high 
concentration of the producx have been factors in 
locating the plant near the source of ore* « « « 

Triple superphosphate production technology 
has. changed rapidly in the past few years, mainly 
because of the rapid increase in production since 
most plants now operating have been either built 
or expanded since 1955, there has been opportunity 
for installing new processes and equipment.xv 

TABLK XVII 

ESTIMATED COST OF TYi-IC.tt PLMJT EQUIPMENT HAVING A 
CAr/CITY OF 1000 TONS OF SUP ERMJQSI-HATE PER DAY 

{ 3 3 0 , 0 0 c TOMS I-ER YEAR) 

Items Cosl 

Plant Site 
Loading and Unloading Facilities 
Buildings for Storage and Equipment 
Rock Grinding Mills and Air 

Separators {with Motors) 
Elevators and Conveyors for Rock 
2 Mixing Pans (with Motors) and 
Weigh Hoppers 

2 Mechanical Dens and Excavators 
2 Elevators for Handling the Den 
Superphosphate 

Trackage and Cars 
2 Small Steam Shovels 
Elevating, Milling, and Screening 
Equipment 

Total 

$ 7 5 , 0 0 0 
300 ,000 
3 0 0 , 0 0 0 

100,000 
15 s 000 

20,000 
75 ? 000 

15 ,000 
25 ,000 
50»000 

25.000 

$1,000,000 

Sourcei 'Ate. H* rfaggaroan, and 
Its Manufacture and Properties 
and Phosohatic 
1952) , p. 288, 

V. oauchelli, "Superphosphate, 
hosohoric Acid, Phosphates 

s Edited by Vta, H. .Vagganari" ([llew York, 

Table XVIII lists the estimated coat of manufacturing sruper* 

phosphate in a plant having a capacity of 1000 tons per day* 

19 
Slack, "Superphosphate Production," Farm Chemicals 

(May, 1959). . . . . 
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The table reveals that tii® cost of x m materials constituted 

92,7 per c en t of the operational cost, 

TAB1E XVII1 

ESTIMATED COST OF MANW/CTURIMG OHDIN/«Y SUPERPHOSPHATE 
i W Po0«) AT PLANT ON ATLANTIC SEABOARD HAVING 

A CAPACITY OF 1,000 TONS OF PRODUCT PER DAY 
(34 HOURS) 

Zt«M Daily Cost 
Proportion 
of Cost (%) 

512 tons of Ho304 (54*Be) 
@ $8.50 per ton 

600 tons phes. rock (33?' P0O5) 
@ $9.50 per ton 

Grinding phosphate rock 
# $0.30 par ton 

Labor (8 men per shift) or 
192 man hours 
# $1*10 per hour 

Superintendence 
Maintenance and Supplies 
Power (9,000 K4*hr«) @ 0.6 

cent* per lov-hr 
Depreciation on $1,000,000 

Total 

$ 4,352.00 

5,700.00 

300.00 

211.20 
30*00 
50.00 

54.00 

150.60 

10,847.80 

Cost per ton of 3^5 ouperplscsphate 
Cost per unit of Pjp^ 

10*85 
0.54 

4 0 . 1 

52.6 

2.7 

1.9 
0.3 
0.5 

0.5 

1.4 

100.0 

ISourcei TTT 3auchelli, V. ,"»oupe'r 
>hosphate, Its Manufacture and Properties.* 

P t m m M t U Fertilizers* Edit 
ia§§a«ars» \rMw 

Acid. 

Tables XIX and XX reveal the cost of superphosphate to 

farmers per ton of superphosphates and tons of available 

phosphorus anhydride, respectively. The data reveal that the 

fattier pays approximately $230.00 per ton of available 
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phosphorus anhydride if he uses normal superphosphate, and he 

pays only $178 if he uses concentrated superphosphate. 

TABLE XIX 

PRICES PAID BY FARMERS PER TOM OF SUPERPHOSPHATE 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

Superphos-
phate 

Average 
1957-1959 
Dol. 

"T9"§2 
Sept 15 
Dol. 

T O T 
Apr. 15 *pr. 
Dol 

Sept 15 ipt J 
Del, 

m r 
Apr 15 
Dol. 

Sept 15 
iOl. 

20^ P2O5 
45% P2% 

37.0 

78.4 

38.4 

79.9 

40.5 

81.2 
40,1 

@0.4 

40.3 

80.9 

40.1 

80.1 
1 Soureei Agricultural Prices. United States Department of 

Agriculture, September 1^64, p. 33. 

TABLE XX 

PRICES PAID BY THE FARMER PER TON OF AVAILABLE 
PHOSPHORUS PENTOXIDE FOR SELECTED COMMERCIAL 

FERTILIZER 

Superphosphate 
Average 

1951-1959 
Dol. 

Sept. 15, 1964 
Dol. 

20 per cent Pgpg 
45 per cent PjOij 

I 185.0 
174.2 

200.5 
178 

Source) Calculated from Table XIX. 

Summary and Conclusion. —The superphosphate industry is 

over a century old. During this long period the industry 

witnessed radical changes. The industry noticed vast diversi-

fications in the methods of production. This was partly due 

to lack of understanding of the true nature of the chemical 
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reactions that took place during superphosphate processing, 

Th® industry is moving from low concentrated superphosphate 

to raors concentrated superphosphate. Concentrated super-

phosphate is apt to prevail over other types ©f superphosphate 

for the following reasons? 

1. Statistical analysis indicates rapid expansion of 

concentrated superphosphate, 

2. The prices th® farmer is paying for the available 

phosphorus pentoxide derived from concentrated superphosphate 

are lowest, 

3. Most of the triple superphosphate plants were built 

after 1950. These plants took advantage of up-to-date technology 

and were therefore more efficient# They also cut down on the 

waste of raw material which can be a considerable saving in 

superphosphate industry. 



CHAPTER IV 

' ' ' AMMONIUM. PH0SPH4IE3 

ssater Joluble Iticjh Analysis Fertilizers 

Mm&rnxto 

The production of aranoniua phosphates in the United 

States dates back to the If,20* s. During that period the 

Dorr Company supplied an ammonium phosphate plant to 

Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company in British Columbia. 

The plant is still in operation. Many plants were patterned 

after this plant especially during 1940-1955 period. *• 

In 1954 ammonium phosphate was produced froo coke-oven 

by-products. The by-product of tho coke operation contains 

1 ^ nitrogen by weight. This nitrogen content is very appeal* 

ing for the production of atanonium phosphates. Prior to 19S4 

the nitrogen content of the coke process was used to manu-

facture ammonium sulfate.^ 

"'•.villias A. iutx and Christopher J. Pratt, "Manufacture 
of Concentrated water-Soluble Fertilizers Based on Aranonium 

l%oi h a t e ,29§ t e^ l S K ^ Si (Maw York, 

2 
I« Rorian, "DiaaHKonium Phosphate as Produced at By-

product Coke-Oven Plants 1** W & Tefthgolocv a£ 
(New York, 1960), p. 251. 

58 
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There are four main ammonium phosphate compounds. Two 

of these compounds are easily produced and are stable under 

normal conditions. The other two compounds are not too 

stable and therefore are not popular as fertilizers. 

The two promising ammonium phosphate compounds are mono-

ammonium phosphate and diammonium phosphate, Monoammonium 

phosphate contains 12.17 per cent nitrogen and 61.71 per cent 

phosphorus anhydride (P2O5}, which makes a total plant food 

value of 73.88 per cent. Diammonium phosphate contains 21,2 

per cent nitrogen and 53.8 per cent phosphorus anhydride 

thus providing total nutrient of 75 per cent. The 

concentration of plant food value of these compounds makes 

them very attractive fertilizer products. 

Diammonium phosphate offers some advantages over mono-

ammonium phosphate as a fertilizer source. The following are 

the major advantages of diammonium phosphates 

1. Diammonium phosphate contains more balanced concen-

trate food value. This makes it more popular for blending with 

other fertilizer compounds. 

2. Monoairmnoniujn phosphate contains low nitrogen content. 

This gives diammonium phosphate an advantage since it can be 

^William A. Lutz, and Christopher J. Pratt, "Manufacture 
of Concentrated Water Soluble Fertilizers Based on Ammonium 
Phosphate," Chemistry and Technology of, Fertilizers. (New York, 
I960), p. 300. 

4E. W. Harvey, * Ammonium Phosphates and Ammoniated Super-
phosphates," Phosphoric Acid. Phosphates 
Fertilizers, (New York, T955), p. 308. 
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applied as straight fertilizer. On the other hand roono-

ammonium phosphate requires additional nitrogen. The added 

nitrogen means added cost. 

3. There are some technological difficulties en-

countered in the production of monoammonium phosphate. 

The crystals of monoammonium phosphate art 
needle-like. They have a great tendency to mat-
plugging circulating lines and building up on the 
internal surfaces of the saturator vessels. Fre-
quent kills are necessary under these circumstances. 
(A saturator system is said to have been * killed" 
when sufficient hot water and acid are added to the 
circulating liquor to dissolve all salts and bring 
the liquor concentration temporarily below satu-
ration. . «)5 

4. The market for fertilizer is seasonal. In many 

cases the producer is forced to keep a large inventory in 

storage. Since the price of phosphorus is higher than that 

of nitrogen, it is more economical to produce diammonium 

phosphate. The problem of inventory is especially critical 

when mono- or diammonium phosphates are produced from coke-

oven nitrogen by-product. 

The choice as to which «monoammonium or diammonium 
phosphate" should be produced by a coke-oven by-product 
plant is largely a matter of economics. The per unit 
cost of PoOc in the phosphoric acid which the coke-
oven buys"~is not much different from the per-unit price 
of the P9O5 in the product which he sells. The market 
for fertilizer, however, is seasonal, whereas his pro-
duction of ammonia is fixed and continuous. Therefore, 
he would have twice as much acid cost tied up on off-
season inventory when making monoammonium phosphate 
as when making diammonium phosphate, and his storage 
capacity would have to be almost twice as great." 

^Eozian, "Diammonium Phosphate As Produced At By-Product 
Coke-Oven Flants," p. 257. 

6Ibid.. p. 257. 
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4. Diammonium phosphate can be produced with the same 

equipment used in the production of ammonium sulfate* In 

other words, the shift from ammonium sulfate to diammonium 

phosphate production is accomplished by utilizing th® equip-

ment at hand. Thus considerable saving in capital investment 

can be realized. 

The ammonium phosphates group of fertilizer possesses 

many potentials. Its high nutrient content, and its physical 

and chemical properties give it many advantages over other 

fertilizer compounds, Th® concentration of plant food value 

in th® soluble phosphate provides readily available nutrients 

at lower cost. The saving is being realized thorough cheaper 

handling and cheaper transportation cost. Ammonium phosphate 

can be easily blended with other fertilizers for the pro-

duction of mixed fertilizer. 

Chemical Reaction.—Diammonium phosphate is produced by 

reacting anhydrous ammonia with phosphoric acid. The re-

action proceeds according to the following equations: 

NHg + H3PO4 » NH4H2PO4 (Monoammonium phosphate) 
NH4H2PO4 + 2NH3 (NH4)2 HPO4 (Diammonium phosphate) 

When furnace grade phosphoric acid is used in the above 

reaction little trouble is encountered. However, when wet 

process acid is used difficulties will arise due to the im-

purities found in this type of phosphoric acid. 

process si . t a i a l a E M S B M M * - -

Diammonium phosphate became very noticeable when the price of 
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ammonium sulfate dropped and the ammonia off the coke plants 

continued to be processed. The production of diammonium 

phosphate thus became appealing since the utilization of 

ammonium sulfate equipment can be utilized. The production 

of ammonium phosphate by this method is accomplished through 

the use of crystallizers. Phosphoric acid and ammonia are 

introduced in the crystallizer and the formed diammonium 

phosphate is drawn out in crystal forms, then dried, screened, 

and stored. 

The high concentration of diammonium phosphate in plant 

nutrient and its anticipated market expansion encouraged many 

researchers such as the Tennessee Valley Authority group to 

seek and evaluate various processes. The search for more 

economical methods of producing diammonium phosphates led to 

more encouraging results about the future potential of di-

ammonium phosphates. These new processes attempted either to 

utilize an already established equipment or utilize some of 

the compound chemical or physical properties. Two of these 

processes are cited here to give the reader an idea of the 

importance of economic factors in the development of new di-

ammonium phosphate processes. 

#7 

I. Vf. Rozian, "Diammonium Phosphate as Produced as 
By-product Coke-oven Plants I,* Chemistry and Technology of 
Fertilizers. (New York, 1960), p. 251. 
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1, The first of these processes sought to utilise an 

already established equiproenused for the production of 

mmml\m nitrate-, 

Diammonium phosphate was produced on demon-
stration scale in a vacuum cryatallixer. The 

• product was a coarse crystalline material con-
taining 21?i of nitrogen and of pliosphorus 
pentoxlde. The process developed earlier in 
pilot-plant work, consisted of foeding ammonia 
and furnace grade phosphoric acid into a vacuum 
crystallized The crystal slurry was centrifuged 
and the crystals were dried. The saother liquor 
was maintained on tlsa acid aide, pH 6.G, which 
resulted in a low pros sura of assnonia over tho 
solution so that recovery of asiasefsia from vapors 
*-Mm unnecessary. T m process was carried out in 
a vacuum crystallizer adopted from the production 
of crystalline asamoniurn nitrate. Only minor 
changes were required.9 

2. Another process sought to utilise wet phosphoric 

acid instead of furnace acid since the wet acid ia cheaper, 

A process for making diammonium phosphate 
fertilizer from ammonia and .vet-process phosphoric 
acid was developed on a pilot plant scale. Acid 
containing about 2#J phosphorus centoxida wat 
aoRMmiated to a pH of* about 5. The resultant pre-
cipitate. which consisted principally of iron and 
alvBBinum phosphate, waa separated frora the solution 
by filtration. Thd filtrate and additional aneMmla 
were fed to a continuous vacuum cxystallixar to 
produce disBwoonium pho&phait.^ 

% . G. Gestainger, E. C. Houston, and F. P. Achom, "Pro-
duction of Diaiwsoniur Phosohat«,« M I S M 
try. Vol. 5, No. 66 (June lib7),p. 433. 

% • C. Houston, L. D, Yates, and R. L. Hannachild» «Diam-
monium Fertilizer from ••Jet-Procesa Paoaphoric Acid „' Agricult-
ural and Food Chfl«t*tgYtt Vol. 3* Mo. 1 (January 1955), pt 
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TABLE XXI 

MAJOR PRODUCERS OF DIAMMONIUM PHOSPHATE, 
JANUARY I, 1962 

Armour Agricultural Chemical Company 
Best Fertilizers Company 
California Chemical Company 
Coastal Chemical Corporation 
Dominguez Fertilizers 
Colorado Fuel and Iron Corporation 
Davison Chemical Company 
John Deer# Chemical Company 
Farmers Chemical Company 
Ford Motor Company 
International Minerals and Chemical 

Corporation 
Kaiser Steel Corporation 
National Phosphate Corporation 
01in Mathieson Chemical Corporation 
Shell Chemical Corporation 
J* R. Simplot Company 
Smith-Douglass Company, Inc. 
Southwestern Agrocneadcal 

Corporation 
Swift and Company 
Tennessee Valley Authori ty 
U. S. Phosphoric Products Division, 

Tennessee Corp. 
Valley Nitrogen Producers, 

Incorporated 
Virginia-Carolina Chemical 

Corporation 
Western Phosphates, Incorporated 

Cherokee* Alabama 
Lathrop, California 
Kennewick, Washington 
Faacagoula, Mississippi 
Long Beach, California 
Pueblo, Colorado 
Ridgev/ood. Florida 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Joplin, Missouri 
Dearborn, Michigan 

Bonnie, Florida 
Fontans, California 
Marseilles, Illinois 
Pasadena, Texas 
Pittsburgh, California 
Pocatello, Idaho 
Texas City, Texas 

Chandler, Arizona 
Agricola, Florida 
Wilson Dam, Alabama 

Tampa, Florida 

Helm, California 

Nichols, Florida 
Garfield, Utah 

Sourcet Fertilizer TrencTsV' 'Tennessee Valley Authority. 
July, 1962, Table 7, p. 35. 
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TABLE r;-::ci 

AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE CONSUMPTION IN THE UNITED STATES 
' FROM .1930 to 1951 

Calendar 
Year 

19S0 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
194? 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 

As 
Separate 
Material 

5,000 
5,000' 
4.000 
8,000 
1C ,200 
10,500 
9*500 
17,500 
16,300 
19,412 
25,000 
29 .,200 
17,910 
17,753 
46,092 
38,077 
46,975 
83.518 
139,079 
113,7H# 

162,864** 
169.900# 
257,854## 
279,207### 

Mixed In 
Fertilizers 

2,700 
10,000 
5,000 
2,000 
14,000 
28,900 
22,000 
32.793 
44,000 
27,356 
31,400 
27,187 
2.8,448 
16,000 
25,000 
40.000 
73,000 
80,521 
45,000 
60,000 
77,000 
79,000 

Total 
Ammonium 
Phosphate 
(Calculated) 

7,700 
15,000 
9,000 
10,000 
24,200 
39,400 
31.500 
50,293 
60,300 
46,768 
56,400 
56,387 
46,358 
33,753 
71,092 
78,077 
119,975 
164,039 
184,079 
173,711 
239,864 
248,900 

Per Cent 
of Mixed 
Ammonium 
Phosphate 
(Calculated) 
from the 
Total Am-
monium 
Phosphate 

35 
66 
56 
50 
58 
73 
70 
65 
73 
58 
56 
48 
61 
47 
35 
51 
61 
49 
24 
34 
32 
32 

*11-48 Grade, 1^,377 tons,' 18-!X) Grade, 98.576 tons 
**11*48 Grade, 15,718 tons, 13-39 Grade, 6^443 tone: 

16-20 Grade, 140,703 tons. 
#11-48 Grade, 7,867 tons? 13-39 Grade, 19,641 tons; 

16-20 Grade, 169,392 tons. 
##11-48 Grade, 11,581 tons; 13-39 Grade, 34,980 tons; 

16-20 Grade, 211,293 tons. 
###11-48, Grade, 20,212 tons; 13-39 Grade, 33,095 tons; 

16-20 Grade, *225,900 tons. 
Source: Mehring, A. L., et al., Statistics on Fertilizer 

and Liming Materials in the United States, StatTsticai iulle-
tin No, 191, d. o. uepartment 6l Agriculture (April, 19571 
Table 43, Calendar Years 1924-1954, p. 50. ' 
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Statistical Analysis.--Piammonium phosphate, like the 

straight nitrooen compounds and suporpliosphate is not 

controlled by a few major producers. 

Table XXI lists the major producers of diaiwuonium phosphate, 

The table lists twenty-four different producers*! 

The production of d:iairmen ium phosphate is centered with 

1 f-
some concentration in Florida and California, 

11 

The number of producing plants came up from eighteen ' in 

1959 to thirty-one-^ in 1963» 

Table XXIX lists ammonium phosphate consumption from 1930 

to 1951. The table indicates that the consumption of ammonium 

phosphates rose from 7,700 tons in 1930 to 248,900 in 1952, 

Table XXIII lists the production capacity of ammonium phos-

phates and numerates the annual production in relation to the 

total phosphatic fertilizers. The rapid increase of ammonium 

phosphates from 6.8 per cent in 1953 to 19.3 in 1963 indicates 

their popularity as fertilizer compounds. 
The manufacture of ammonium phosphate-based 

fertilizer, as the name implies, uses ammonia and 
phosphoric acid as the primary raw materials.. 
However, the phosphoric acid is generally pro-
duced from phosphate rock and sulfuric acid as 
part of the' operation. Some of the plants are still 
more basic, having ammonia and sulfuric acid manu-
facture as part of the integrated operation. 
Consequently, it can be seen that tnis type of 

^Fertilizer Trends. TVA (July, 1V62), p. 34. 

^Current Industrial Reports" prepared by the Bureau of 
Census, Industrial Division. Chemicals (June 22, 1962), 
Series »',2VD-OSs p. 5. 

Current Industrial Reports" prepared by the Bureau of 
Census, Series M28D (63)-13, p. 5. 
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operation that it I» carried out m a large 
scale* The production capacity of tuch 
plants is generally larger than that of most 
of mixed-fertilizer producers. To find 
adequate markets, the fertilizer must be 
shipped greater distances. Mch is possible 
because of their high analysis,-*"' £ 1 4 

Dia&rooniun phosphate represents the highly concentrated 

fertiliser compounds. Its future potential as a major 

fertiliser source is very promising. The introduction of 

many new technological applications to diaosaonium production 

helped in increasing the efficiency of the operation. The 

rapid expansion of asroonium phosphates in the last few years 

is a good indication that dimmnim phosphate soon will 

beco«e a major fertiliser sourco. 

13 
*"Jehn H. Payne, Jr., "Fertilizer Manufacture," 

" Volume XI, Ed. John R. Van 
voter, (»ew YCrk/ 1961}, pp. 11273 1129, 

14 
Although the production capacity of a diasetoniuis 

phosphate plant is larger than that of a mixed-fertiliser 
plant, that does not mm that diassaonium phosphate will be 
produced in few plants. Transportation cost is apt to reach 
a point where it is more economical to build a new plant 
closer to the maorket, than to transport fertiliser bsycwl a 
certain distance. 



CHAPTER V 

LIQUID FERTILIZER 

The terra "liquid fertilizer11 has been used loosely to 

identify the fertilizer compounds applied to the soil in 

liquid form# Aqua ammonia and aaunoniatod solutions such 

as ammonium nitrate, urea, and ammonium nitrate-urea mix-

tures fall under such classification. In this chapter 

liquid fertilizer refers to those compounds mad® from ni-

trogen-phosphorus combination with potassium compounds 

usually added. The term "mixed liquid fertilizer" is some-

times used in the literature to identify the type of 

liquid fertilizer discussed here. 

Mixed liquid fertilizer represents one of the newest 

developments in the fertilizer industry. As a matter of 

fact, much of the work in this area is still in the experi-

mental stage. A. V. Slack* a leading authority in liquid 

fertilizer, describes the recent expansion of liquid 

fertilizer in the following quotation! 

The first bulk production plant east of the 
Rockies for liquid mixed fertilizer was built in 
1954, Today, only six years later, it is esti-
mated that there are 256 plants in the Central 
and Eastern part of the country. With the far 

6$ 
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West Included, there are now about 354 plants 
in the U, S, producing liquid mixes. 

In another article A. V, Slack and M, C, Nason states 

The liquid mixed fertilizer industry in 
the United States had its beginning in 
California some 30 years ago, However, it was 
not until 1954 that the first bulk plant was 
built east of the Rockies. It is estimated 
that there are now over 350 plants producing 
about 200,000 tons per year of plant food as 
liquid mixed fertilizers. This is about 5% 
of the total applied as rrdxed goods, 

The^ baoic operation for the production of 
liquid mixed fertilizers is the neutralization 
of phosphoric acid with ammonia or aramonical 
solution. Supplemental nitrogen may be supplied 
as urea, ammonium nitrate, or urea-ammonium 
nitrate solution. Potash usually is supplied 
as potassium chloride,^ 

Mixed liquid fertilizer is usually made by two methods* 

(1) Neutralization of phosphoric acid with aoxsonia and 

(2) utilization of ammonium phosphate salts.0 To increase 

the nitrogen content of the solution, urea or ammonium 

nitrate is usually added. 

of Production.—Liquid fertilizer production is 

quite simple and requires simple equipment. Two basic steps 

*A, V. Slack, " Liquid Chemical Fertilizers in Drastic 
Upswing,- Chydeal Engineering Progress. Vol. 56, No. 2, 
(February, 1960}, p. 124. 

9 
~*A. V, Slack and M, C. K'ason, "Liquid Fertilizers from 

Wet-Process Phosphine Acid. Suspension of Turpunities," 
Aqr. and Food Chemical. Vol. 9, No, 5,(Oct, 1961) p. 343, 

% 
A, V, Slack, "Liquid Chemical Fertilizers in Drastic 

Upswing," Chemical Engineering Progress. February, 1960, 
p. 124, 
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are involved in liquid fertiliser production. The first step 

is neutralization of phosphoric acid with. ammonia# This 

takes place in a large closed tank equipped with good agitator 

and a recycling set up* The second step is the addition of 

required solids or solutions such as ammonium nitrate, urea, 

and potassium chloride to boost the nitrogen content of the 

solution and to add potassium to the liquid fertilizer. 

Liquid fertilizer Is new and it4 market potential is 

still under study. Some of its production advantages and dis-

advantages are discussed briefly: 

To the producerj liquid mixes offer these 
advantages over solids: eliminates granulation, 
curing, fume disposal, and bagging costs; re-
duced plant maintenance, labor and depreciation 
costsj and gives faster and more convenient 
customer application. The disadvantages are* 
Higher investment in distribution equipment, 
corrosion problems, higher raw material cost, 
especially phosphates, more expensive storage, 
and limited concentration of total nutrients 
in the grades. 

To the farmer, liquid mixtures offer these 
advantages: Speed, uniformity, and accuracy of 
application; possible lower cost and flexibility 
of applications and less labor. Disadvantages 
are:' More investment in application equipment. 

The advantages of low equipment cost as well as labor 

cost are obvious. 

Many of the batch plants use a 1000-gallon 
reactor and thus can produce 10 to 15 tons per 
hour, with only one or two men needed per shift. 

L. vVehunt and A. Slack, "Liquid Fertilizers 
Forge Ahead,n Crops and Soils. Vol. 13, No. 5 (February 
1%1) p. M,* 



Another major advantage of the liquid fer-
tilizer is in low plant cost. Equipment prices 
for 10 to 15 ton-per-hour plants are quoted at 
from about $13,000 to $45,0GG which is con-
siderably less than the cost of comparable dry 
plants. The principle differences are the^ smaller 
building requirement,, reduced need for solid hand-
ling equipment, and elimination of curing, granu-
lating, drying, and bagging.3 

The problem of caking or segregation of che finished 

6 

product is virtually absent in liquid fertilizer. 

Speed and uniformity of application by utilization of 

gravity and/or pump are araonq the liquid fertilizer*s 
"f 

advantages, 

Unfortunately, liquid fertiliser presently has many 

limitations. Further research and technological advance-

ment may overcome some of these limitations. The major 

problems facing liquid fertilizer are listed below: 

1, The formulations of liquid fertilizer are low in 

comparison with some solid formulations. In other words, the 

plant nutrients in liquid fertilizer are much lower than the 

highest plant food value of the solids. The aighest grade of 

liquid fertiliser is 8-24-0 as compared with 16-48-0 for 

&A, V. Slack, "Production and Use of Liquid Fertilizers/. 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry. Vol, 3, No, 7.(July, 1955) 
p. 573, 

6A, V, Slack and \1, C. Scott. "Developments in High 
Analysis Liquid Fertilizers," Coamercl.al Fertilizer and Plan^, 
Food Industry«(November, 1962) p, ±5. 

7 A, V, Slack, ''Liquid Mixed Fertilizers," from paper 
presented before the 9th Annual Pacific Nortlowest Plant Food 
Association, Gearhart, Oregon, Oct. 23-24, 1958, p. 1, 
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ft 
solid compounds. 

2. Poor or inadequate foxsaulation causes salting out 

and crystal growth, Salting out can be a real problem, 

especially during application. 

3. Liquid fertilizer sooetiraes cm be a mixture of six 

or seven compounds. In such a ay-.tew where little research 

has been conducts, and thus little known, complicated ' 

problems can occur, such a,: salting out problem.v 

4. The trends of utilizing higher nutrient content in 

solid fertilizer leaves liquid fertili*er in a ^eak market 

position.*0 

5. To avoid salting out and precipitation problems, 

the raanufacturer is forced to exchange the lest soluble com-

pounds, which in this case ore cftea^mr for mm soluble 

Jv material# 

five points represent the main problems facing 

liquid fertilizer. It is interesting to notice that all of 

them are technical problems. 

A. V. Slack, realising the technological importance of 

lixer industry statedt 

compounds as ra 

Xh© above 

the liquid fart 

Liquid fertilizer mixes have substantial future 
and are graving fast. If their sales potential is 

6 A. V. Slack, and it, C. Scott, *Developments in High 
Analysis Liquid Fertilizers," Mft 
Food November, 1962, pp. 151, 152. 

^Salting out refers to the dropping out of soae of the 
salts from the solution, t!«s Corning solids. 

i0A. V. Slack, ' Liquid and Mixed Fertilizer," from paper 
presented before the 9th Annual Pacific Northwest Plant Food 
Association, Gearhart, Oregon» Oct. 23-24, 1958, p.l» 
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to be realized, attention must be given to two 
technical problems — development of ways to use 
more economical raw materials and determination of 
solubility relationships in the systems involve. 

Extensive work has been carried out by TVA to explore 

the possibilities of increasing the* potential of liquid 

fertilizer, A portion of its work was premising and son© 

of it was very rewarding. The real research success came in 

the utilization of superphosphoric acid, utilization of wet 

process phosphoric acid, suspension of impurities, intro-

duction of clay as stabilizer, manipulation of v.he ammonia-

phosphoric acid ratio, and aanipulacion of the solubility 

data."*"*5" 

Superphosphoric acid introduced new advantages into 

liquid fertilizer. It was stated earlier that the highest 

formulation that can be made in liquid form was 8-24-0, flow 

with the introduction of superphosphoric acid, which contains 

76 per cent P2O5 instead of 54 per cent, the nutrient content 

is increased considerably. This puts liquid fertilizer in a 

1 % 
competitive position with solid fertilizers. "" 

One of the more promising approaches toward 
increasing the concentration of liquid mixture is 
the use of pyrophosphate or raetaphosphate as the 
source of P2O5 rather than the orthophosphate 

A. V. Slack, "Production and Use of Liquid Fertilizers,'1 

Agricultural and Food Chemistry. Ills No. 7, (July 1955} 269. 

12A. V. Slack, "Liquid Mixed Fertilizer," from paper 
presented before the 9th Annual Pacific Northwest Plant Food 
Association, Gearhart, Oregon (Oct. 23-24, 1958). 

13Ibid. 
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normally used. . , . By e«i alternation in the 
furnace pfaospiioric acid process, acid containing 
1(& P2O5 Is produced as eeopaarea 'to 54S in normal 
furnafie acid', This acid lias about one-half of 
Its PdOc. in the pyrophosphate fomw A neutral 
solution of 12-36-0 grade can be mad® by aNnoniat*-
ing th© concentrated acid, as compared to 8-24-0 
when (Standard acid is used. Th® 12-36-0 does mi 
crystallize on extended storage at 32* F . M 

Th© pyxoptosphoric acid also iias th# advantage of seques-

tering many of the impurities found in wet-process acid. The 

ability of superphosphoric acid to hold impurities in solution 

can find its value in cost saving**1" 

In the production of liquid fertiliser furnace acid phos-

phoric acid is usually used. However, the cost of wet acid 

production is cheaper thai th# cost of furnace acid. 

An attempt was carried out by TVA to replace furnace-process 

acid with wot acid. The laboratory work indicated successful 

attempts. 

Electric furnace phosp!*>ric acid normally is 
used in production of liquid mixed fertilizers be-
cause it gives a clear product, <vet-pr©cess phos-
phoric acid la less expensive in most areas but it 
contains impurities that precipitate when the acid 
is neutralized and sometimes cause trouble in storing 
and applying to product. . . . TVA has described (1) 
th© production of clear liquid fertilizer from wet-
process acid through tha addition of superphosphoric 
acid, which contains polyphosphate, to sequester tim 
impurities that normally precipitate on aaxaoniation, 
and (2) methods for keeping the precipitated impuri-
ties suspended in the liquid fertiliser in a finely 
divided foxta so that no difficulties î ould be encoun-
tered with settling or clogging of lines, and spray 

% Jt 

A, V. Slack, "Liquid Mixed Fertilizer," from paper 
presented before the 9th Annual Partf ic. Northwest Plant Food 
Association, Gearhart, Oregon, 1958, p. 2. ' 

15Ibld.. p. 2 
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nozzles* . . . a third method, which involves 
removal of the precipated impurities by fil-
tration or decantation. Two products result 
from this type of operations a clear liquid 
fertilizer arid a filter cake or slurry might 
be sold directly as a fertilizer or used in 
the production of solid or salt-suspension 
fertilizers. 

.Vet-process phosphoric acid has not been 
used extensively in. liquid fertilizers because 
it contains impurities that precipitate during 
aramoniation; the precipitated impurities settle and 
thicken during storage. Moreover, crystals of 
magnesium ammonium phosphate (struvite) grow in 
the ammoniated products of some acids to a size 
large enough to plug spray nozzles. In tests of 
the production of liquid fertilizers from •vet-
process acid, a stable, nonsettling suspension was 
produced by adding 1 to by weight of a spelling-
type clay or by aminoniatincj a pi 1(6.7) for storage. 
Growth of struvite crystals was inhibited by quick 
cooling to room temperature or by ammoniating to a 
low pH (6,0)| however, by the latter method, the 
settling rate was Increased appreciably. Best 
results were obtained by a combination of processes 
involving ammoniation at a high pH and adjusting to 
a low pH for storage; the products were slow settling, 
highly fluid, and free of large crystals.^ 

It can be concluded that liquid fertilizer is facing tech-

nological limitations as far as the nutrients' concentrations 

are concerned. To avoid some of these limitations such as 

solubility effect, more expensive raw materials should be used. 

Economical Evaluation *"-The trend s of liquid fertilizer 

are rather difficult to predict due to the lack of sufficient 

iVi, Potts, D. H, Hindi, and A. V. Slack, "Liquid 
Fertilizers from let-Process Phosphoric Acid," Chemical Engi-
neering Progress, LVITl, No, 9 {September, 1962},89. 

17 
A. V, Slack, and M; C. Nan son, "Liquid Fertilizers 

from Vet-Process Phosphoric Acid Suspension of Impurities," 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry. IX, No, 5 (September 1961), 
343. . . 
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statistical data. 

The manufacturer and use of liquid fer-
tilizers containing t m or noro of the sajor 
plant nutrients have received considerable 
attention during it* past few? years. Several 
papers haw been published on this subject. 
Most of the activity in this business has 
occurred in California and some has occurred 
in the t and oouthwest. 

Although significant, the estimated quantity 
of liquid sdxed fertilizers used in the United 
States has been very m$>lI in comparison with the 
total ©situated quantity of mixed fertilisers. 
For example, one estimate shoved that the quantity 
of liquid raixed fertilisers used during 19S3>-94 
was 27,548 tons, or less than 0.2£ of the total 
amount of mixed fertilisers uaed.i8 

The trends of liquid fertilizer may be sought through 

cost comparison of liquid fertilieer and bulk blended dry 

fertilizers.*' 

•To give the reader an idea about the basis 

for comparison it is assumed that* 

1. Plane aethod of oi^ralion, plant installations and 

annuel production *#oulcJ be .*i&iiar to present practices in 

the industry . ' 

2. Tho cost in this analysis is broken dov4» into 

1ft 
Z. jtanfleld, J" Economics of Manufacture of Liquid 

Mixed Fertilisers," CatBeycial fertilizers .and, frLut Food 
Industry, (June, 19567^ !®. 

^Liquid Fertilizer was not compared with diarooonium 
phosphate or concentrated superphosphate. Liquid fertilizer 
is applied to the soil, while diamaoniuR phosphate and con-
centrated superphosphate receive further processing in the 
mixing plants prior to application. 

Plant here refers to the c.ixinq plant, a mixing riant 
is designed to serve a market with a distance of 100 to 200 
ailet. 
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21 
a. Cost of raw material-, 

oo 

b. Manufacturing cost. 

c. Distribution cost.™ 

3. The production capacity of each plant is 5,000 tons 

per year. The fixed capital cost ox -che bulk blending 

operation would be $40,000. The fixed capital cost of the 

liquid fertilizer operation vould be $50,000. 

4, The formulations to be studied are 4-12-12 and 

94 

8 - 8 - 8 . 

5» The cost ©valuation is chosen in areas where fer-

tilizer usage is popular. These areas are located in the 

states of Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Tennessee, and Georgia. 

The results of the study are numerated in Table XXVXI. 

The table points out that in all cases liquid fertilizer cost was 

higher than the coat of dry blend fertilizer. 

Summary.—The higher cost of liquid fertilizer processing 

and its limitation on the concentration of plant nutrient can 

prevent it from becoming a major fertilizer source. 
O] 
The cost of raw material is calculated from Table XXVI. 

The price used in Table XXVI is the market price quoted in the 
spring season of 1961. 

22Table XXIV points out the various costs that make up the 
manufacturing cost. 

2^ 
"Distribution cos'c is calculated in Table XXV. 

OA 
These formulations were chosen because they are popular 

presently in the fertilizer industry. 
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TABLE X X I V 

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION COST EXCLUDING R M MATERIALS* 

Item S Ton . of Product 
HquTl • Bulk 'Blend 

Plant Operation 
Direct Operating Labor, estimated 0.70 0.70 
Direct supervision and clerical, 

estimate 0.35 0.35 
Maintenance, of plant invest-

ment 0.40 0.32 
Operating Supplies, 50?' of 

Maintenance 0.20 0.16 
Power, at $0.G15/kw~hr 0.05 0.05 
Fuel, natural gas at $G.40/!CF mm 

Water, at S0.20/M gal. 0.02 -

Property taxes and insurance, 
2% of plant cost 0.20 0.16 

Analyses, estimated 0.10 0.05 

Depreciation! Granulation, 15 yrs. j 
others, 10 yrs. 1.00 0.80 

Interest, on fixed and working 
'capital G.,75 0.60 

Overheads, 50$ of all labor, 
Maintenance, and supplies 0.83 0.76 

Subtotal 4.60 3,95 
Return on Investment (2C$) 2.50 2.00 

«Cailed Fixed Cost. 

Sources Julius Silverburg, Norman L# Spencer, and John R, 
Douglas, Jr., "Comparison of the Costs of Liquid, Bulk 
Blended, and Granulated Mixed Fertilizers," Commercial Ferti-
lizer and Plant Food Industry.(November. 1961) p. 136, 



TABLE XXV 

ESTBSATSD OXT3 CP DISTRIBUTION OF 3D1XD 
ANO LXQUXO FERTILISERS 

(SALES VClXMEs SCCf- TOH{ OLLT'SRED TO Fil l ) 

Item 
:1acffed Jo lid 

Q e s c r i p l i e n 

L a b o r . . * 4 d r i v e r s at $2„30/ia* 

Maintenance...5$yyear of 
e q u i p , cost 

Fuel.••Gasoline 
S u p p l i e s , • • • S f c ' of labor cost 

Property T a x and I n s u r a n c e 
. f/i of Investment 

C f f i c e overhead SC$' 
of labor 

Depreciation * * * 
O p e r a t i n g Cost 
Aqrainistrati/e Expense 
R e t u r n o n I n v e s t m e n t 

T o t a l C o s t o f D i s t r i b u t i o n 

T r u c k s . • T F o u r T u - T o n T r u c k s 
a t $ 6 , 0 0 0 - S 2 4 , 0 0 0 

•j. 

S t o r a g e t O f f i c e , . . 1 w e e k 
f o r k i n g C a p i t a l . . . . I BK>. 

O p e r a t i n g Cost 

T o t a l I n v e s t m e n t f o r R e t u r n 

'.>/ ton 

1 . 3 2 

V *• ̂  > 
0.30 
0 ,07 

C ,16 

i#66 

0.06 

6,000 

20,000 

J2«£Q£ 
31,COO 

L i q u i d 
Description 

1 0 d r i v e r s , 
25ft o f t i m e 
a t $ 2 . X / h r 
5S?'/y®ar of 
e q u i p , coat 
Gasoline 
Sf» of labor 

cost 

©f I n v e s t -
m e n t 

50$ of Labor 

Seven 2C00«nal, 
Trucks at" 

$10,000~$70,000 
3 days 
1 month 
O p e r a t i n g Cost 

$/Ton 

0.83 

0*24 
C. 19 

0.04 

0 .27 

0.42 

i!bo 

6 .® 

1 7 , 5 0 0 
20,000 

4 2 . 5 0 0 

S o u r c e s 2 . A. S i a n f i e l d , " E c o n o m i c a o f J A a n u f a c t u r e o f 
L i q u i d M i x e d F e r t i l i z e r s J; C j ^ p ^ U M . 
F o o d I n d u s t r y . ( J u n e , 1 9 6 1 ) p . 1 2 9 . 
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D E L I V E R E D COST OF Rv: UATBB 3 A V ; * j r SEVEN T £ C € T T 0 f l 3 

u s e d j i i m z m m " ' 
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M a t e r i a l K i n , ; I o w a i 

mm* w -gpTf *# V 

: K>0. 

wf a w i 

T t m u : G a 

U r e a , 4 5 ^ M * j V 0 . 0 0 SfG, 0 0 9 C . C C s c . g o s c > o o 

C o n c e n t r a t e d : 
S u p e r p h o s p h a t e 6 3 a c fcC * i )0 5 7 , 9 0 : 5 5 . 7 0 . 5 1 . 7 0 

P h o s p h o r i c - \ e M 
( F u r n a c e ) 5 4 , ; t jii / t 'f r„> * ! 

: * / * V-' «v« 08 M 8 2 . 0 0 8 2 . C O : 8 7 . 7 0 

P o t a s s i u m C h l o r i d e , ; 

6 0 ^ KJj ; 3 6 , 6 2 3 7 , 3 1 3 7 . 2 1 : 
3 9 , 4 9 : : 4 0 , 0 3 

P o t a s s i u m C h l o r i d e 
Q r a o t i l a r ( 6 0 & ) 

K.fi 3 7 , 6 2 3 7 , 3 1 3 7 . 2 1 3 9 . 4 9 4 0 , 0 3 

S o u r c e s ? J . . i i l v e r b u r ^ , N . L . S p m c m f a n d J o h n R» 

D o u g l a s , J r . , " C o m p a r i s o n o f t h e C o o t s o f L i q u i d , B u l k - B l e n d e d , 
a n d b r a n u A S t Q c l M x x e d F e r t i l i z e r s C o m m e r c i a l T e r t i l i « # * • « n r i 

JEflftd J C n d u » t | T Y . ( N o v e m b e r - 1 9 6 1 ) 1 ^ 1 5 3 . ^ 
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CHAPTER VI 

ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF THE MAJOR 

FERTILIZER COMPOUNDS 

In the previous four chapters, most of the chemical 

compounds used by the fertilizer industry were discussed 

and evaluated. The evaluation sought to point out the most 

popular compounds used by the fertilizer industry, 

The discussion in Chapter II pointed out that urea and 

ammonium nitrate prevailed as major nitrogen compounds. In 

Chapter III it was illustrated that concentrated super-

phosphate is a potential source for phosphorus anhydride. 

In Chapter IV, diammonium phosphate prevailed as the most 

concentrated fertilizer compound. Liquid fertilizer was dis-

cussed in Chapter V and although it is still in the develop-

ment stage, the estimated cost as well as the solubility 

problem limits its advancement. 

Potassium Chloride!—Most of the potassium in ferti-

lizer is supplied as potassium chloride. The popularity of 

^Potassium Chloride fertilizer consumption in the fiscal 
years 1961 and 1962 as reported in "The Fertilizer Situation 
for 1962-63," United States Department of Agriculture,(April, 
1963) p. 11, is listed belows 

Item 1961 1962 Per 
(1 ,000 tons) per cent (1,000 tons) Cent 

Potassium Chloride 2119 90 2834 93 
Potassium Sulfate 188 8 186 6 
All others 50 2 42 1 

Total 2357 W 

83 
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potassium chloride is due to the fact that potassium chloride 

is mined as such. Any attempt to convert this compound into 

other potassium compounds means extra cost. The extra cost 

is not justified since potassium chloride contains 62 per 

cent nutrient content. 

It was pointed out in Table 111 of Chapter 1 that over 

95 per cent of the fertilizer is consumed as mixed ferti-

2 

lizers, So long as mixed fertilizers continue to be popular, 

the compounds discussed here are art to undergo further 

processing. Therefore, it will be assumed that the com-

pounds discussed in this chapter will be bulk blended. Also, 

it will be assumed that potassium chloride will be used as 

the source for potassium. 

T̂hfe bulkffalended fertilizers are the most popular type 
for mixing fertilizers. The following quotation by J. H, 
Payne, Jr., in Phosphorus and Its Compounds. Volume II, 

idea about bulk-fc" pp. 1107 and 1108 give an idea about bulk-blended fertilizers. 

Bulk blending is perhaps t.,e simplest of the 
fertilizer operations and one of the most recent and 
rapidly expanding ones in the United States, The 
operation consists of the custom mixing of dry 
solids in the proportions required to give the 
proper ratio of nutrients when the mixture is ap-
plied to the soil. It is customary for the 
fertilizer to be purchased on the basis of the total 
number of pounds of each nutrient rather than upon 
a total weight of the mixture. This system provides 
complete flexibility with respect to the ratio of 
the nutrients, and raw materials of any nutrient 
concentration may be used in making the mixture. . . 

The raw materials may be stored in bins from 
which they are removed with a pay-loader or in 
silos from which the solids flow by gravity. 
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There are four popular compounds that can be utilized 

in bulk-blended fertilizer besides potassium chloride. 

These compounds are urea, ammonium nitrate, concentrated 

superphosphate, and diammonium phosphate. In the following 

discussion further evaluation of these four compounds will 

be undertaken. The evaluation will seek to point out the 

advantages and/or disadvantages of each one of these com-

pounds in relation to the following: 

1. The transportation cost and its effects on the 

popularity of each compound. 

2. The chemical and technological limitations. 

3. Availability of plant nutrients in each compound» 

4. The trends of annual fertilizer consumption of each 

compound. 

5. Estimate study of the production and raw material 

costs of these compounds. 

The transportation cost is best described in the follow-

ing quotations 

In order to minimize the freight costs in 
getting a given quantity of nutrient material to 
the farmer, there has been a continual trend 
toward raw materials having less weight per unit 
of contained nutrient, which is directly reflected 
in the manufacture of fertilizers having higher 
analyses,.... 

.....It should be noted that the normal super-
phosphate the lowest weight of materials is in the 
form of sulfur and phosphate rock as mined. Conse-
quently, it is evident that the greatest freight 
savings result from shipping sulfur and rock to the 
consuming area and making sulfuric acid and normal 
superphosphate at this point. In general, this is 
the practice which is followed. 
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On the other ham!, the reverse situation is 
true in the manufacture of triple superphosphate, 
most of which is mad© from wet phosphoric acid* 
In this cast? the final psoduct*is the mo&t con-
centrated form. Consequent?:•<, i" is not 
surprising that sulfur is shipped to the point 
at which phosphate rock is mined, that the triple 
superphosphate is produced at the same .location 
ami subsequently shipped to the consuming area, 

. . . "aaaonla is the ruc-iit concentrated form 
available, for this reason ammonia, often in 
the form of a nitrogen solution, i& usee! to the 
uasciauia extent permit ted by the ability of the 
phosphate materials to for® ammonium salts. 
However, the use of ammonia no longer results 
in weight savings when sulfuric acid is required 
for combination with arationia, sine® the ultimate 
weight is equivalent to that of aramoniuir. sulfate* 
Intermediate between ammonia and aranonium sulfate 
are ammonium nitrate and urea. . . 

Sine® potassium chloride is the major source 
of potash, there is little flexibility with 
respect to alternate raw materials. In general, 
approximately 32 lb, of potassium chloride is 
required per unit of K^D. and this is essentially the 
same for all processes 'producing raixed fertilizers 
containing potash. 

From the foregoing, • . , it is evident that the 
ultimate in hifh^anaiysis mixed ni trogen-phosphorus 
fertilizer results fro© the combination of atssonia 
with phosphoric acid to produce anrnoniura chosphates. 
Once the nitrogen content exceeds the iioiit to 
which asvftonia can be addedf the additional nitrogen 
can be provided in the most concentrated form by 
the use of urea, ammonium nitrate, and anrr-onium 
sulfate, in descending order- Whether these materials 
are added in this form or are produced during the 
manufacturing operation is, of course, not significant 
so far as the ultimate nutrient concentration is con-
cerned ,J 

John H. r-ayae. Jr.• •'Fertiliser Manufacture," 
Phosphorus and Its Compound*. 11 (Ne.v York, 1961), 1144-1147. 
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The production of urea utiiixec. carbon dioxide and 

ammonia. Boil) of these mater.1 a? axe available in 

almost pur© £orn;* The cheiaical reset,ion as #ell as the tech'* 

nological aspect of area freduction are very favorable** 

Arcmonium nitrate is produced lay reacting nitric- acid 

with anhydrous mmmmu, riers ec;a£n Iht- raw Material* are 

pure, ti\» chasical xeactior, ̂ grooveds without an> probleiand 

the application of technological knowledge io very favorable.5* 

Diassnoniusn phosphate production -Mien furnace acid Is 

employed wiU fae as efficient as the production of urea and 

aononiuM nitrate# However* v;h«n *;et phosphoric acid is 
#1 # 

used soste chemical as well as mechanical problems arise. 

The impurities in -,vet phosy.hor.ic acid complicate the 

operation* it was stated in Chapter IV* that new processes 

were developed to counteract this problem* 

Better chemical reactions and increased application of 

engineering principles i*ave helped the production potentials 

of concentrated superphosphate. However, the presence of 

impurities in phoaphate rock as well as in phosphoric acid 

D. A'. Kollexman, and ;* u P.anni«, "Conversion ox 
Airanoni a to Urea and Urea-form," Chemistry and Techno loo v of 
Fertilizars (Se*.? York,, p. 38. 

"*3e© pages 36 f. 39 of Chapter XI. 

'*"Jee page €3 of Chapter IV. 
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employed will always reduce the efficiency of superphosphate 

operation.^ 6" ® 

i'lich the emphasis in the chemical industry 
on materials, tharo results an obvious emphasis 
on yields, or the efficiency ol cjettinq most 
from the material used,* 

Th# availability of nutrients is listed in 

Table XXVIII. 

TABLE x x v m 
A V A X T M I M OF £ L , M M M I B R T SXPUEUSEB A* Y M c m 

OF NITROGEN, PHD3rWfiU;> AMiY GRIDE, -M) 
COMBINATIONS OF NITROGEN m B 

f'®SPHDRUi ANHVDT.IDE 

Compound 
« — • ^ 

Per 
Compound Per Cent Per Cent I Plant 

Nitrogen B'FJLM } 
w * w § 

Nutrient 

Urea 45 t 
45 

ammonium Nitrate 33 ! m I 33 
Diamf»cniurf | 

33 

Phosphate 21 f;4 I 7H 
Concentrated 1 
Superphosphate m 4a J 45 

Th® annual fertilizer conjunction of urea and mmoniim 

nitrate for the years 1961-62 and IV62-63 is listed in 

Table XXIX. The table also expresses urea and mmonima nitrate 

ie© pafies 48, 4S of Chapter HI» 

impurities react •/&th pl'̂ osphoric acid; then ; portions 
©f th® raw materials will be waited." 

9 
*-« B» Nichchie, "Ho.v to Build Process Cost Control 

Systems,* Chemical Engineering (October, 1957), p. 234, 



percentages in relation to tlv» tov-il nitrogen consumed for 

fertilisers. 

TABLE XXIX 

ANNUAL fariitiZEE cow^m-noK OF AB»NHS« MI HI ATE 
m > URSA Exr-RE-^m IN TOM^ OF NITROGEN 

•«o IN * CP. wis; -j- TOT ••!. m m o m i 
uczd m i^'aamx^ 

X, 5 » - IS62-63 
Compound j lUUC Per Cent loco 1er Cent Compound j 

Ton.; : Tons 

Ammonium Nitrate | .16 •x? 15 
Urea | 286 8 373 10 

Source* Table XI of Chapter II, o, 29* 

The table indicates that urea's use in fertilizer is in-

creasing rapidly. 

The annual fertilizer consumption of ammonium phosphate 

and concentrated superphosphate in th& last fmt years is 

listed in Table XXX. The table also 5hows araraonium phos-

phates and concentrated superphosphate as a vcr cent of the 

total phosphorus anhydride consumed in fertilizer. 

Table XXX indicates "shut f,he per cent of amatolum phos** 

phate consumption as fertiliser is increasing whtl® the 

p9T cant of concentrated sun©rpiX?3pkat.a consumed in £#rti-

lizer is takin9 a do^maar-d trend* 

The coat of capital investment and the cost of raw 

Material are best illustrated by Table XXXI. The table lists 

the total cos I needed for the production of one ton of 
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ANNUAL f&miizm cm^mncn r.v -.**> warn ncii'i-tCEs wo cemmmxtm m-mssm m Horn) torn 
OF pmsrimms wmo&mz mo m tm cmt OI: TOTAL 

i-ms&wms m-timim USED m Fmnttmu 

Product lioB 1 JSC'.:* Kf; • 1962 

Total Ms** in 
fertilizer 2383 ; 2.610 26lk? 2735 2767 
Concentrated Super-
phosphate 834 ; 893 986 1024 924 
Per Cent of Concen-
trated Sun er; j ho spbate 39̂  j 34? m\ 37?;' 3C 

Atmtmivm Phosphate 159 j an 269 359 536 
Per Gent of Mmonim» 
Phosphate 6.& lo.i?'; X3#I3S 19.1# 

Source* Table XXIII of Chapter IV, p. 66. 

TABLE X5QCX 

TOT U. COST (RATF MATERIALS COST A M O P E R A T I C 
COST} FOR OIIE TON OF FlrfXMi) FROD'XT 

Froduet 

Cost "er 
Ton in 
50 Tons 
Per Day 

Cost Per 
Ton In 
ICC Tons 
Par Day 

Cost Per 
Ton in 
ISC Tons 
Per Day 

Cost Per 
Ton in 
250 Tons 
Per Day 

Awaonium Nitrate 
Diatnmonlurt Phos-
phate 

Concentrated Super-
phosphate 

$ 55.90 

101, a 

69.16 

$ 52,89 

98.. 60 

06,15 

S 51,83 

97 #69 

60.14 

$ 51*38 

97,09 

64,64 

•Sources Calculated fro® data in tooendix X# 
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ammonium nitrate, dianr«cr»iura pkosj- hate, and concentrated 

3 ' 

superphosphate. 

A comparison of the cost per plant nutrient between 

concentrated superphosphate and di urr.:nonium phosphate re-

veals as pointed out in Table XXXII that the dlafiwaonium 

phosphate is a cheaper cource than concentrated super-
" ! 1 

phosphate, 

TABLE X)OC!J 

C03T OF PLANT MJTF1IEHT IK DI. ̂ .-sOUIUM PrDSHJAIE ? m 
CONCENTRATED SUPERT-H5SPHATE (^SIJKING THE PLANTS 

ARE PRODUCING 200 TOMS/DAY) 

Compound j Coot of One Ton of lOOJo Plant Nutrient 

Di ammonium 
Phosphate 133,0 

Concentrated Super-
phosphate ) 143,64 

Sources Calculated. 

Urea is prevailing over ainmonit® nitrate as a source of 

nitrogen according to the following quotation? 

The use of urea as a fertilizer material is 
becoming increasingly important in the United 
States, It is the most concentrated commercially 
available solid nitrogen carrier, and by virtue 
of process improvements, it cars now be produced 

1 P 
Unfortunately the absence of the capital investment 

for a urea plant prevented the evaluation of urea along with 
the other compounds. 

^Standard cost refers to the cost paid for plant nutri* 
ent only* For example, if one ton of concentrated super-
phosphate (45Jb PoOe) is sold for $64.64, then one ton of 100 
per cent plant nutrient is worth $143.64'. 



at prices s^pttitlva y*itfc other solid nitrogen 
materials.x~ 

The previous evalua cion revcxlv that diosmimima p!*>$-

phate and urea seem to emero* as the west popular compound* 

in- the fertiliser ir̂ uG!',ry« Thlo «:r>erti€*rrl It farther 

supported by the following quotation jjhich poirr:,s out th# 

effect of seasonal »arketin*j on fertiliser coERg'&unds« 

fertilizer sales or* highly seasonal;, and the 
matching of production- and oLcicĵ e to Root peak 
dsaands^ith'full capacity \eduction ih a serious 
KiTOblm, -'rofi/;abiI:!.i',y vjIII yeivazally doe line 
sharply unless the annual plant output is held 
above 85 or SQ/i of annual capacity. If uniform 
full capacity oj>erâ ion is to be attained in fer-
tilizer manufacture* the oroduc-. inventory must 
cowB»fiIy average about 3($'l of the annual capacity. 

-„hen the material stored arid sold is wet acid, 
the inv̂ stiftent in Inventory and storage fertilisers 
can easily equal the balance invested in equipment, 
buildings, and land* This problem m much as any 
ether factor, has retarded the grewrth of commodity 
sales of viet-psocoas acid* Altfioucjh the sam 
problem occurs with solid fertilizers? th© invest-
ment in storage capacity will be considerably lower 
and the dollar value of,* the product#». will be 
lower |/«r unit of nutrient, * ,ith,the yrowln^ demand 
for. hlgfc»anaiysie products which (due t© savings in 
frei9hi and application costs) can corrwiand a premium 
price, the feasibility of coseicdlty treatment of 
acid itself grows greater by comparison* con-
tinued growth ©f commodity sales of wet-preceas 
phosphoric acid can he exacted. 

Other problems widch occur in fertiliser sales, 
are conation 'to many industries. The production cost 
will decrease as she operating scale increases, 
while the radius to be served, and the freight costs 
to be absorbed, increase, Although the tonnage of 
fertiliser consulted in tho agricultural areas "of the 

12 
J. C» 3harp, nNi croyenf'-

! ̂  
feytl^ers, (New York, K60), p. 
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United Is so threat thai xhia should 
(theoretically) I* no problem, »o many foxtna 
of fertilizer aa» used thai 1 i i» about ire-
possible for a single producer to supply more 
than 20«2S£ ©f this &al&i» in his aark«t area. 

Again, as th# farmer learns to choose 
f«rtll»mr» on the basis of delivered nutrient 
coat rather than habit, th® hiyh~analysis forms 
will b» favored. Tha more concantrated products, 
which have rxrevioualy bean corar.aiitive in spite 
of large market radii will become even mora eco-
nodical (in contrast particularly to single 
superphosphate and lo.; analysis mixed fertilisers) 

as time goes on,*4 

Ccuclttfiion."**ln the past diacusalon furtlier evaluation of 

tha mat popular fertilizer coiapounds ̂ vat sought# Tha evalu-

ation of diastaonium phosphate, concentrated superphosphate, 

urea, and amsnii* ni trace was atioaptad. Th© potential of 

these compounds in relation t© transportation cost, cl^sieal 

a«S technological advantage.}, availability of plant nutrients, 

annual usage for fertilizer consumption, and estimated coat 

of production was discussed. 

Tha maximum transportation cost advantages of the 

fertiliser coopounda «r# achieved by utilization of theae 

conpounda centsinin? tha highest par cant of plant nutrients. 

Thus diaaraoniu© phosphate which contains seventyfive par 

cant plant nutriant lias a transportation cost advantage ovar 

concentrated auperphoaphate which contains 45 par cent of 

plant nutrient as phosphorus anhydride, However} since the 

13 
Harry II. Stevens, H .at r'feceaa Phosphoric Acid»° 

Fiosnhorua .and Comasunfo* II <Neu York , U--61), 106$, IOCS 
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nitrogen content of diammonium phosphat# is only twenty-one 

per cent, additional nitrogen ia needed In most cases. 'Jrea, 

which contains 45 per cent nitrogen, ha* a transportation 

cost advantage? o/er awgeniisa nittratd v/fdeh contains only 

thirty-three per cent n£,;;rô en* 

Th« thesrlcsl reactions vmll as the tec!<nolooical 

aspects of uroa and araraonium filtrate production are very 

reliable# The checicol reactions proceed well during the 

samsfactyring operation# T;<e presence of various efficient 

oar L hods for producing urea and ammonium nitrate provides 3 

continuous saooth pxoducilem with few unexpected failures. 

This in turn xoduces th* risk and tisu# increases the desir-

ability of these compounds m fertiliser source. Diaexaonluni 

phosphate operation has the same potentials m those of urea 

and anmcttiuro nitrate when furnace-acid ia employed, Ikwever, 

wten wet-acid i3 used in the production of diawniiw phos-

phate # minor technological problems are encountered. Concen-

trated superphosphate still fmm sesie checdcal' and 

technological difficulties. 

The trends of the annual fertilizer consumption of these 

compounds indicate that diarwxmiuer. ĥ»sph«t# and uroa*$ con-

sumption is increasing ©ore rapidly in the last few years 

than that of concentrated superphosphate or anoonium nitrate. 

Diammonium phosphate and urea are competitive in pro-

duction coot to uwat of concentrated superphosphates and 

ammonium nitrate. 
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From the abovo It is oppmmt that diMsnonlw phoa^hato 

Is provaiXint? a#- fcha raost ;ovular fortilixor coapound. Hew* 

ovor* tho stood for additional nitro^on to boost tho itltsogon 

eontont of diaanofilua phosphato makes ur#a a vojpy appealing 

somtco for furnishing the additional nitrooon* 

Tho *oX«*«i£vity of wiaumionltiv* j4*»«̂ hato af4 uroa OS 

lortiXitor oae<poundt» is likely •„© intxoduco standardization 

to the foniXixor industry. This- stondavdlzatioft will bo 

t#lli2«d by skipping temmof&m ;̂-hoto, usoa, and 

potassiun chlorido to the bulfc.«l>Xondod fertilizer f*siad*s§ 

plants. 

Sine# tbi buXk*bX«ndod forfclXisor olxino plants are 

serving mainly a radium Market for transportation 

cost advantages. and since tho fortiXixor bus£no&« is coasonal, 

and sine® many coopanias ara already trying to aorvo Its® ok* 

ponding doaand of tho forzlXigor &orteot« It is unllkaXy that 

few c«®p®ii®s will dominate U:o fortiHaer industry* on the 

other hand tho on try of Xar̂ ô soaXo companion villi is# 

restricted toy the fact thai uuch huge seal# gftOduetrKI plants 

oannot bo efficient with low f reduction rate* 



APPENDIX 1 

To establish the operational cost of a plant the 

following assumptions are followed, 

1. The capital investment for an ammonium nitrate 

plants of 225 tons/day capacity* ranges between 1 to 1,25 

million dollars."1 

2. It it assumed that diammonium phosphate can be 

produced in the same plant used for manufacturing ammonium 

nitrate. 

3. It is estimated that the capital investment for a 

superphosphate plant that can produce 200 tons/day is 

around one million dollars. 

4. The prices used in the calculation are those listed 

in Table XXXIII. 

5. The operating costs are listed in Table XXXIV. 

further calculation and manipula tion of Table XXXIV simpli-

fies the cost problem considerably* The cost items listed 

in Table XXXIV can be divided into constant cost and variable 

cost. 

\j» C» Sharp. "Nitrooen," Chemistry and Technoloov of 
Fertilizers. (Ke'v York. 196of 

? 
"J. G» Get singer, E. C» Houston, and P. P. Ac horn» "Pro-

duction of Diammonium Phosphate by Contimjouo Vacuum Crystal-
lization;," Agricultural and Food Chemistry. V, No. 6 {Junt 1957) 
433. 
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m e xxxixi 

CGST of em* mat&uals uot FOR MXM-AM MMUIM nitrate, 
OlAMMDNXUK KW&W&B, WTI COtCS-BRATED .i'»EEI4C8PHATE 

I tots Cost 

t-hosphato Rock* 
^W©Ri3** 
Phosphoric -\eid (92«6€£Aor» ii»Po4*#S 
Carbon Dioxide**-
Itttric Acid»» 

21,10/ton 
82.CC/te* 
{:-£»6vt6rs 
1,00/ton 

33,S?>/ ton 
••\yricultuxal Prices, United -atst«s mpmtmmi of 

Agricullure (;Jtpl«wb«y 301 1$64) f,. 33, 

Pood 
itanflold. 111 uric itea&h*t**,r A^leuLtuxal and 

I, Mo. 17 (NevMtoz 11, 1»35; T85I. 

1. Constant coat includes depreciation, property tax, 

insurance* maintenance and supoxintendont« This type of the 

cost is the saao whether mm tm Is produced per clay or 

hundred tons are produced daily. 

2» Variable cost incorporates labor, overhead, power* 

fuel, and water. Variafeia cost varies with the production 

rate. 

Tables XXXV and XXXVI &hoi# tho constant and variable cost* 

for araaonium nitrate, Mmwmnim ptoophat*, and concentrated 

superphosphate*«3 

Close analysis of the variable and constant cost*, 
between tht four coffit*>und$ listed above indicated hardly any 
variation. Therefore, it will he assumed that tho variable 
and constant costs for the production of thm@ four compounds 
are th# sa®#» 
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c;-.u >::im ' u;: "i^r* :<TJR3K« o? ; « . r i u « 
NITRAT^ m* inmrmi-r. \;EI:-.'mb9 WO cajonirfitrnD 

",:n:m:x : : " r -

T em I 
|J}:iiiy Cost 

O^exa^ittg Co::; 
1 * .tabor 
2. Siii? e r in '.enden t 
3» Overhear; 
£« T OV&& $-",45/ too 
T-, Fuel $f ..r:3/ton 

.iatcr tC.02/tOR 
Depreciation ?!£•'. 

e Proper:.v Tax 

720 
30 

360 

jr 
f • 

• £%<? 

ui.ar.;: 
r . v „ mi in 

* Maintenance* 4, ̂  of r l a r * i n v a e t o w n i ) 

^ . . w , . . mit) 
%» » JUf)''5UXk®fjU01 1,̂  0X f-IV*- iiiVî i!0Jft1t | 

r/, 
Of\

 r" * * 
<&»V* « St

w>'̂V 
or- rv * 
*J>w % -,*V I t i s assumed tha t Iha p lant 1.5 operatir*<* -ittre# u l d f t s 

P®3P day# wlw"; *ivo tnen on oach s h i f t • I t i s i'urth©r aastsaod 
t h a t each iaa» earns two d o l l a r s f.er Lx»ur* 

Sources* >rs*. H# Jagyaaan, <md Vincent Saucii©ill: 
" Jt^)orpto«phft«&, I tu !tamr:"\ic-.tire arid P r o p e r t i e s ' 4 F3 

«&$&££> JBi£ klSaHi2Sl£ g«tt*3 i i z e r s . pew York, 

o i l f ie ld , v,r3i'....r:lc "tv_.;aafc63t" >V i r i c u i t u r a l a 
2l» Vol. 1# I'-Io« 17,•';.Jovesb@x 11 
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TABLE XXXV 

cmsrm o>Tf f o r mmmt, k x h u t e . mmdnxiki sul fa te^ 
m m m i m pho^-H-SH* AIW/OH comcehiuaxsu 

SUPERPHDSPHATE J-X&IT V;ITH A CAPITAL 
INVEST W-NT OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS 

item . | Cost Per Day 

1 . D e g r a d a t i o n , 7.55K of Investment | $ 150«60 
2, Maintenance, <%> of Investment 1 80,34 
3. Property Tax, i% of Immmmnt 1 20,0? 
4 . Insurance, 2$ of Investment 1 20.07 
5 . Superintendent ( 30.00 

Total 301*08 

TABLE XXXVI 

VARIABLE COST FOR /WMQttXtta NITRATE, DI/mOMlM PH0SPH.4TE, 
AND CONCEKTRAIHD SUPERPHOSPHATE PLANT affTH CAPITAL 

INVESTMENT OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS 

Item 1 COST P e r T o n 

Labor and Overhead 1 $ 4 . 8 9 / ton 
Power, Fuel s and Water 1 .0»T0/ton 

Total I $ ^ 

Table XXXVII l i s t s the d a i l y cos t ©f roanufacturing with 

various production r a t e s , 

Frews Table XXXVII «9rdpii I in p l o t t e d , Thfe graph ;»J«0wa the 

r e l a t i o n s h i p between the tons p r o d u c t per day and the oper -

a t ing cos t per day. 
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TABLE x x x v n 

OPERATING COST VS. PRODUCTION RATE IN PROCESSING AMMONIUM 
NITRATE, rnmim mmxmm PHDISPHSTE AND 

CONCENTRATED olJPHirlfaSFIHTl; 

Toes/Day Fixed Variable 

{
 
o
 

I
 1 1
 
f0
 

J 
o
 

1 H
 Toes/Day 

v* Q s "a y Coat/Day i-er 3.*y 

50 ! $ 3Ci.CS S 284.50 i odo.'^S 
ICO 1 : 3C;<Uv8 *669 • GO 870,08 
150 301, C'C 853.&0 • UlMl »D8 
200 3:'. x«: ?. 138.00 145^,08 

The cost of Material# ton of finished product Is 

derived at thorough the utilization qI Table XXXVIII. 

TABLE XXXVIII 

TONS OF raw MrSTERlALi RECJJXREI) TO PRODUCE 
ONE TON" Of FINIoBEO PRODUCT 

TORS of P.aw Materials 
One Ton of 

;AwM>rii3 
: Phosphate 

Rock 
1 hosphoric ! 

Acid 
Nitric 
Acid 

Carbon 
Dioxide 

Urea *5665 mm * *« ! .7333 
Awaoniiws . 
Nitrate ; .2125 m ] •7875 ; 
Diaw&oniuis 
Phosphate ; ,2576 m ,7424 ; « ] «6 

Concerttrated 
Superphosphate * * .4752* .5584 m ; m 

Table XXXIII, 

Sources Calculated from the cher&cal reactions that take 
place betweuu the raw material compound* to produce the 
finished product. 
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Table XXXVIII ifidlcatfer; tl.-o u„*;:a needed of raw material to 

stake one ton of finiahod s/.roduck« Th»..̂  the isble indicates 

that for the production of one ten of urea ,S6££> tons of 

ammonia and .7333' tons cf earbor* dioxide are needed* 

t,-ol:- x m x 

GObT OF R M s\v\T£FJ;',:.,::} KLHOED TO iTOXJCE 
ONE TON Or FINISHED PRODUCT 

r \X>«i t -p£Jfaa&. J ^ t ^ s X ^ k — r ~ 

Compounds fcaaonia 
PbOt*;' £0 

Hock 

: oor./ia'.tr j k l t r i c 
AC J <? j Acid 

Carbon 
Dioxide 

Uy@® 1 46*45 #s# g «•*> •73 
I 

Nitrate 17.42 ; m I 26 .77 ; m* 

Concentrated I 
Superphosphate 5,70 51.75 I - m 

DiaiwnonitfiB I 
Phosphate • 21.12 HS» 68,80 1 - m 

Sources Calculated from Tablet; r x f , l l l and XXXVIIX. 

From Tables XXXIIJ a**?. XXXVlIi the cost of raw materials per 

ton of production can be calculated. 

Table XXXIX lists the cost of raw materials per ton of 

finished product. 
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